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What’s going on as we approach the end of the
first decade of the third millennium? All and more,
really! Just take a look at the global economic
scenario, starting from the fact that Italian Gdp in
2010 will grow by 1 percent approximately, and the same
might be in 2011... Germany has done better and will
probably close 2010 with an excellent increase by 3.4 percent, with another plus 2 percent expected in 2011.
The Us are showing “solid” recovery (plus 2 percent for
Gdp in the third quarter 2010), with employment growing. Japan has grown by 3.9 percent in the same period.
Euroland is suffering from an excess of “sovereign
debts” and there are many doubts, although "emerging
European countries" (including Poland, Russia and
Turkey) seem to have started running again.

And what about us? In our industry, there are some signals
that, we think, are more significant than it may seem. Let’s
take the “panel strike”, for instance, the two-hour stop of
European panel manufacturers associated to Epf (European panel federation) against subsidies to the use of wood
as fuel. Quite simply, you reward those who burn wood,
without considering that, in this way, the panel industry –
which is the core of the wood-furniture supply chain – is
strongly penalized for the provisioning of raw material.
Plants were stopped for two hours (see article on page
25), but most of all manufacturers urged to “think together”, to realize that we cannot stand alone any longer.
Our system is going through huge difficulties and it’s
time to stop and think, think about forests and their care,
think about the use of wood as an essential condition to

save this planet from the catastrophe of the reckless exploitation of its resources. We must look at things from a
higher perspective, to see their complexity as well as the
"real scheme", to understand how they fit into a universe
that is much larger and rich of challenges, not to say opportunities! But this is a speech that deserves more
space and far better writers. Sorry.
In technology, we see signs that clearly show that there
are different ways and that we have started to walk in
those directions. Manufacturers still have the strength and
capacity to innovate, to offer solutions that are combinations of different machines. Until now, two machines were
needed for a given process, now one integrates all necessary operations. Using the same motors, the same
tools, the same quantity of energy, the same logisitics for
one machine only. Two instead of one. Or better, versatility instead of blind specialization, fantasy based on a
more accurate analysis of processes and functions. They
are cheaper to buy, operate and maintain, they take up
less space and make more things. Here comes the combined machine of the third millennium: very high technology, very high automation, very high versatility, thanks
to intelligent software without which a machine would just
be a heap of iron and pipes. Miracles of the crisis. Necessity is the mother of invention, it is no longer possible
to rely on “subcontracting” and you must bring back as
much work as possible in house, to preserve employment.
It’s up to you to draw a conclusion. And to you, all the
best for a new year we hope will be better.

CONFERENCE
The third annual conference of Flay

news

Successfully closed the third annual
conference of Flay, young entrepreneurs of FederlegnoArredo Group, entitled "Heart, hand, eye, brain", which
was held Friday, October 15 at the Hotel Centro Congressi Polo Nautico in
Salerno.
The group has proposed a new idea of
a not conventional conference, able to
investigate not only the economic issues but also the human side of doing business.
Interventions and evidence, moderated by Luca Pagliari, have opened a debate about man, who wants to be the
center of each large "enterprise" at work
and in life, following the common

thread of most important parts of the
body: the heart (passion and creativity), hand (the operation, the professionalism and training), the eye (the
aesthetics) and the brain, (the reason
and the ability to plan and design).
To put the man in the middle means
starting from the heart of the economy,
from the human and creative element
that has always been the excellence of
Italian manufacturing.
At the end of the conference was distributed the book "Flay una storia di persone” (Flay a story of people) written by
Luca Pagliari, which encloses the stories, testimonies and contributions in a
single story. ■

SHOWROOM
Thonet's former home becomes showroom
The former home of the Thonet brothers, Claus, Peter and Philipp, a period,
half-timbered house built in 1889, has
been turned into an elegant, modern
showroom. Classic as well as new
bentwood and tubular-steel furniture is
presented over two floors. The showroom gives visitors a vivid impression
of possible interior design concepts, at
a site that represents authentic Thonet
living (www.thonet.eu). The new showroom is now open daily to both the gen-

eral public and trade visitors. In addition to the Thonet Museum and the
Thonet Outlet, the town of Frankenberg
will now have a further attraction for design aficionados.The family roots have
been a formative element in the development of the new showroom. Claus,
Peter and Philipp Thonet grew up in this
house and many childhood memories
are connected with it. After its use as
the family home, the building became
a functional officespace. The half-timbered house is situated within walking
distance of the
Thonet factory.
Over 300 m2, visitors can get an
overview of Thonet’s
classic designs and
also the most recent pieces. Architect Ulf Moeller was
responsible for the
conversion of the
house. ■

CSIL
Slow recovery for furniture
The recovery is there but to return to
pre-crisis levels, the road is very long,
and the aim will require a considerable
effort for the companies, called to
adapt structures and strategies for
developing new models of international competitiveness.
This is what is come out from last seminar of forecasts on furniture market in
Italy and around the world organized
in Milan by Csil (Centre for Industrial
Studies).
According to statistics from the two
Csil’s reports "World Furniture Outlook
2011" and "Forecast Report on the
furniture sector in Italy in 2011”,

next year, at macroeconomic level,
the world economy should continue to
grow although at lower rates than
2010, with the persistence of a significant gap between the developing
countries (including China and Asia, the
Middle East, South America) and developed nations, where the slow
process of overcoming of the critical
phase will be still accompanied by the
fall in the number of employees. Italy
is no different in this picture except for
the continued existence of a complicating recovery process that will see an
increase in the Gdp go from +1.1 per-

ACIMALL
Woodworking machinery: recovery slowing down
Unfortunately, the third quarter 2010 showed a slowdown of recovery, after two quarters characterized by rather sustained growth. This trend proves
that the market is stabilizing to levels that are still far from pre-crisis volumes.
Abroad, interesting results were recorded on the Asian and South American
markets, also in the long term. In Italy, the decision not to extend the validity period of the Tremonti-ter law contributed to brake the recovery we had
recorded in the first half.
The periodical survey, based on a statistic sample that represents the Italian industry of woodworking machinery and tools, is showing a 32.1 percent
increase on the same period of last year. Foreign orders increased by 25.9
percent, while expansion on the domestic market amounted to 39.1 percent; these figures are significant, however largely below the growth rates
achieved in the first six months.
In the period under scrutiny, prices recorded 0.6 percent increase, while the
period of ensured production was 1.8 months at the end of Q3 2010.
Coming to the quality survey, for the July-September 2010 period, 30 percent of the interviewed companies indicated a positive production trend, 39
percent stable and 31 percent decreasing production volumes.
Employment is considered stationary by 78 percent of the sample and falling
by the remaining 22 percent. Available stocks are stationary according to
52 percent, decreasing according to 31 percent and growing according to
the remaining 17 percent.
The forecast survey outlines possible short-term industry trends: both in foreign markets and in Italy, the predominant outlook is a stabilization of order levels in the final months of the year. Foreign orders will grow according to 26 percent of the sample, while they are expected to stay at the same level according to 65 percent. The remaining 9 percent predict a drop of orders from abroad
(balance plus 17). The Italian market is expected to have a decreasing trend
according to 17 percent of the interviewees, it will remain stable for 61 percent
and it will expand for the remaining 22 percent (balance plus 5). ■

cent estimated in 2010 to +0.8 percent
end of 2011, with deceleration in exports (+4.5 percent in 2011 against 7.9
percent this year).
Forecasts for the furniture industry in
Italy in 2011 indicate a slight recovery
in production of furniture in 2010 (+1.5
percent over the previous year at constant prices) and 0.9 percent in 2011
after two years of decline; +1.4 percent
of domestic consumption at constant
prices, thanks either to government incentives for the purchase of kitchen, or
from sectoral inflation almost zero, besides the return to the purchasing with

consumer credit, while exports grow by
3.7 per cent, with the return in the foreground of U.S. market. Strategic is the
capacity of the distribution sector to acquire new communication tools for customers.
Worldwide, countries at the head in the
list of furniture consumptions are Asia
and the Pacific area, followed by the
Middle East and Africa, Central and
Eastern Europe and Russia, South
America, North America and Western
Europe.
(We will deepen this matter in another
article next issue,editor’s note). ■
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RUSSIA
Eumabois is supporting the Russian wood industry

xylon.it
On the occasion of the recent “Forestry
Forum” in St.Petersburg, the officiating
Eumabois President Franz-Josef Bütfering met with the respresentative of the
Russian President for the North-Western
District Russia, Ilja Klebanov as well as
further representatives of the Russian
Forestry for exchanging of views.
Mr.Klebanov confirmed specifically in
this conversation, to support the interests of the Russian Forestry on government level.
Eumabois President, Franz-Josef Bütfering pointed out the problems of the European woodworking machine manufacturers in Russia; especially the topic,
release of financing and investments by
the Russian banks, was discussed.

Mr.Klebanov promised
here also an examination
of the facts and support of
the government. All parties involved agreed that
the use of the large wood
resources in Russia
should be done by own
processing and the buildup of further saw and
panel plants as well as further development of the
secondary industry (furniture, floors,
construction of houses, etc).
The founding of an “International
Forestry Club” has been considered
and discussed together with the Managing Director of the organizer of the
forum Serguey Trofimov.
Our photo shows (from left to the
right): Alexander Polukeev (Assistant to
the Plenipotentiary Representative of
the President of the Russian Federation
in the NorthWestern Federal District);
Iliya Klebanov (Plenipotentiary Representative of the President of the Russian Federation in the NorthWestern
Federal District) Serguei Trofimov
(Restec‘s President) Franz-Josef Buetfering (Eumabois‘ President). ■

MARKETS
Wood chip price indices
More than 80 million tons of wood
chips, valued at almost ten billion Us
dollars, are traded annually in the
open market worldwide and the shipment volumes are increasing.
Foex Indexes and Wood Resources International have agreed to partner in the
launching of global wood chip price indices.
The indices will be based on a large
number of actual trades and the data
will be collected from both sellers and
buyers of wood chips.

The combined efforts of Foex and WriI,
and the Pix-Index system, will ensure
that the indices, whose launch is
planned for early 2011, will be statistically reliable and thus well suited for numerous market participants.
These include forest and energy companies who can use price indices for
benchmarking, as well as the financial
community, which can use the Indices
as price risk management tools.
More info on the web: www.foex.it. ■

EUMABOIS
2010 Eumabois general assembly: President re-elected

Janna/Pn

The general assembly of Eumabois – the European Federation of woodworking machinery manufacturers – was held
in Vienna last 24 September, hosted by the Austrian association.
The Delegates substantially confirmed the existing Board of
Directors, except for one member, Marcial Paris of Afemma,
Spain, who retired for personal reasons and was replaced
by Heikki Sonninen of the Finnish Association.
As a result, the Eumabois Board now consists of:
President: Franz-Josef Büetfering (Vdma), Germany
Vice President: Ambrogio Delachi (Acimall), Italy
Member: Zdenek Bezdel (Svdsz), Czech Republic
Member: Heikki Sonninen - Technology Industries of Finland
Member: Niels Erik Lundvig (Smt), Denmark
The Board will serve for a 3-year term and guide the Federation to new achievements.
Jean Paul Balz (Hbt), Switzerland has been confirmed as
treasurer. Gianni Ghizzoni (Acimall), Italy is Past President.
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The topics on the agenda included: the status of exhibitions
worldwide, with significant modifications and variations in dimensions and number of visitors induced by the economic crisis; technical standards, an area that is closely monitored and financed by the Federation; and the creation of
working groups to harmonize European standards with extra-European Iso standards.
It was also decided that the Federation will be involved in
the creation of a small joinery workshop for homeless children and other young people in the existing community of
Varanasi, India, one of the poorest regions of the country.
The Delegates reported exhaustively about the economic situation in general and the current recovery in the industry,
which seems to have finally started, though with different
trends in each country.
Export from European countries is going back to significant
growth rates. The next Assembly will be held in October 2011
in a European country to be selected soon. ■

NEWS

FSM
Fsm is founded and took start on 17th October
13 well known woodworking and furniture
supplier magazines who met in Istanbul by
the sponsorship of Intermob 2010 trade fair,
founded an organization called Fsm (for International Woodworking & Furniture Supplying Magazines) on 17th October 2010.
The board consists in five members: Zeki Yücel, Mobilya (Turkey); Luca Rossetti, Xylon (Italy); Richard Barth, Material Technick Mebel (Germany); Carlos Castelo, L'Echo des Bois (Belgium); Eduardo Kiss, Mobile Fornecedores
(Brasil). In the first meeting, after the voting process, Zeki Yücel (Turkey) and
Luca Rossetti (Italy) are elected respectively president and vice president
of FSM association for two years.
During the first board meeting held on 18th October in Istanbul (Turkey) and
on 21st October in Pordenone (Italy), the board members realized the delegation of authority, and the tasks distribution. At the same time, the roadmap
of the association, its own future events, 2011 program and other issues were
discussed and fixed. In the declared aims, there are articles related to the
creation of a synergy and a systematic solidarity between the magazines aiming woodworking, semi finished products and other furniture supplier industries;
the providing of healthy and accurate flow of information between the global markets and the exchanging of articles, reports, news and advertisements.
The association accepts only one member magazines from one country and
has one formal and one informal meeting every year.
The 13 founding members of FSM are: Asora Wood & Technology (Argentina), Supplier Woodworking Magazine (Australia), L'Echo des Bois
(Belgium), Mobile Fornecedores (Brazil), Dmt (Bulgaria), Lignum (Chile),
El Mueble y la Madera (Colombia), Material Technick Mebel (Germany),
Epipleon (Greece), Xylon (Italy), Porte (Mexico), Mobilya (Turkey) and Furniture Technologies (Ukraine).
The association has also 13 candidate members who are accepted as members but couldn’t be present in the founding meeting. They are: Holz Kurier (Austria), Wood Industry (Canada), China Wood Industry (China), Puu
Tekniikka (Finland), Bois Mag (France), Wood News (India), Drewno Technika (Poland), Intarzia (Romania), Les Prom Inform (Russia), Fdm Asia (Singapore), Woodworking and Furniture Digest (Taiwan), Furniture Production
(Uk) and Wood & Wood Products (Usa). ■
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COMPANIES
Partnership Salice-Bortoluzzi
The Salice Group (www.salice.com)
and Bortoluzzi Sistemi have created
an important strategic partnership,
aimed at achieving significant commercial and production synergies. This
agreement was formalised on October
12th 2010 with the acquisition by the Salice Group of 40 percent of the capital of
Bortoluzzi Sistemi. Founded in 1926, Salice is the world leader in concealed
hinges and opening systems for the furniture sector. Thanks to continual innovation in product and process, linked
to a world-wide distribution network, the
Salice group has over the years consolidated its strength in technical excellence and in exports. With a portfolio of over 500 patents and over 2,000
products, Salice is active in more than
80 countries and derives up to 70 percent of its revenue from exports. A pioneer in their field, Bortoluzzi Sistemi is
today at the forefront of the field of sliding door systems thanks to constant research and development as well as collaboration with the leading companies
in interior design and manufacturers.
Present in more than 39 countries, the
company offers a wide range of patented products designed to provide sliding door solutions that offer smooth,
silent and high-quality performance in
all situations.The strong flair for innovation that identifies both companies is
now united in a shared strategy aimed
at driving forward continuing improvement in the quality and services offered
to their world- wide customer base. ■

www.xylon.it

FAIRS
Saie in Bologna keeps pace
Saie, International Building Exhibition in Bo logna, keeps pace and
closes last October the
edition number 46 of his
history with the increase
of one percentage point
of the visitors (more than
168 thousand) and the
reconfirmation of the
number of foreign operators (over 6,800). Innovation (process and
product) and integration of complementary knowledge were the key elements that characterized the trade fair
in Bologna, which saw the participation of 1,500 exhibitors, 302 of which
from abroad. The contents that have

characterized Saie 2010
have aimed to provide
operators in the sector –
businesses, professionals, specialized businesses, researchers and
university – a place of
trade and a meeting to
put together resources
and objectives. As happened in the twelve thematic “Squares”, plaindepth thematic inside a
network, have proposed a study at 360
degrees of buildings state of the art,
and was staged a SaieLegno Square
with the best of prefabricated construction technology and wood carpentry. ■

FAIRS
Klagenfurt Holzmesse
The international Holzmesse in Klagenfurt, Austria, has put the spotlight
on a very hot topics and more relevant
than ever: "Wood, forestry, sawing
techniques, transports, timber and
bioenergy."
The numbers say it’s been a success:
more than 5 percent of trade visitors,
a total of 22 thousand, of which one

third from abroad and in particular
from South East Asia. From August 26
to 29, 452 exhibitors from 22 nations,
divided the entire route and thematic exhibition, which included sawing technologies and equipment for mobile
sawmills (a sector that is experiencing
a growing interest and to which it was
devoted a specific space within the exhibition), equipment and
machinery for forestry
operations of lifting and
handling of wood, up to
a focus exclusively
dedicated to woodworkers and carpenters
and to the presence –
for the first time – of
wood laminated suppliers too, marking an important step, for Klagenfurt fair, towards the
growth and diversification of the exhibitors. ■

NEWS

FAIRS
Expoedilizia and Site 2010

FAIRS
ISaloni Worldwide Moscow: a winning edition

The 46,160 visitors increased by 2.6 percent over the previous edition in spite of
the particular time in the industry, attest
to the positive trend of Expoedilizia and
Site 2010, the events organized by Ros
dedicated to construction, architecture
and all plant technique, held in Rome
from 11 to 14 November. The two fairs
were then reconfirmed point of reference
for professionals and companies in the
central and southern Italy. With 8 themed
areas and 17 pavilions spread over 45
thousand square meters of exhibition
space inside, and about 30 thousand
square meters of outdoor area devoted
to practical demonstrations, more than
600 exhibiting companies have found the
right place to showcase products related to the chain of buildings. ■

From October 6 to 9 last, Moscow was
the dynamic stage of the sixth edition
of Saloni WorldWide Moscow held in
Hall 2 of Crocus Expo, the largest exhibition center in Russia. An important
edition for the final
results: total 31,485
visitors – for a full
+9 percent compared to 2009 − divided into 22,354
traders (+71 percent) and general
public 9,131 (+29
percent). To this must be added the 285
journalists, +34 percent compared to
last year, not only coming from Russia
but also from all the countries of the
Russian geo-political basin. Also this

year the SaloneSatellite WorldWide
Moscow presented 32 young Russians
creative and regions of the former Soviet Republics. The winners of the traditional competition − invited to the
2011 Salone Satellite in Milan − were:
1st prize Tseluiko
Elena (Ukraine) for
"Clea", hand sanitizer device, 2 nd
prize Kudakov Sergey (Russia) for
"Roll”, roll-out sofa
bed, 3rd prize Martins Vitols (Lithuania)
for "Criss-Cross Shelf", a library with
spring assembly shelves. nNext appointment in Moscow with Saloni Worldwide 2011, from 12 to 15 October. ■

FAIRS
Legno&Edilizia 2011: new section devoted to wood flooring
Wood floors are a natural inclusion to
the application of wood in prestigious
finishing, coherent with the content of
Legno&Edilizia (Wood&Building), the
International trade fair on the use of
wood in construction. It is a type of flooring that is more than ever in demand,
and enjoys a special, growing appeal
among the public.
People love wood, with its warm elegance, and consider it an environmentally friendly raw material. The 7th
edition of Legno&Edilizia will be held in
Verona from March 17 to 20, 2011, on
an area of 20,000 sqare meters, 250

producers from Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Spain and Switzerland
will present the latest innovations. In addition to producers in the sectors related
to wood that habitually exhibit at Legno&Edilizia (load-bearing structures
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and wood houses, carpentry, lumber,
staircases and paneling, unfinished
materials, machinery and machine
tools offered also in the sphere of practical demonstrations), this edition will
also include producers of wood flooring
and products functional to the processing and finishing of wood floors. A
special dedicated area will exhibit
these products to professionally qualified visitors, especially distributors
and professional installers, Italian and
European interior designers, as well as
some from Eastern Europe and the
Baltic States. ■

www.xylon.it

FAIRS
Orgatec 2010: good results
Orgatec came to a close on Saturday,
30th October 2010 with an extremely upbeat mood and very good results after
five days in Cologne. The international pilot fair for office & facility was attended by around 61,000 visitors
from 110 countries, who came to obtain a comprehensive overview of the
trends and innovations in the global furnishing sector for offices and office facilities. A total of 608 companies from
41 countries presented their solutions
in the Cologne trade fair halls. Sixtyone per cent of the suppliers and
about 50 percent of the visitors came
to Cologne from outside Germany.
Many solutions featured impressive
open-plan offices that not only created
an intelligent interplay between
communication
and concentrated work, but
also generated
a feel-good atmosphere in attractive surroundings. In general, the
trend is toward multifunctional areas
that can be adapted to a wide variety
of needs as required. The exhibitors
also presented a large number of sophisticated acoustic solutions, including furniture with sound-absorbing
surfaces, room-in-room systems and
room dividers or acoustic absorbers
disguised as projection walls or pictures. The new swivel chairs are ergonomically perfect for the sitters and,
thanks to their ability to move in threedimensions, offer great scope for
movements and rotations. This is because backrests are no longer restricted to back-and-forth movement,
but can also move sideways.
The next Orgatec – the leading international trade fair for offices and facilities – will take place from 23rd to 27th
October 2012. ■

FAIRS
Intermob-Wood Processing

The double event organized by Tüyap
Fairs and Exhibitions Organization, dedicated to furniture supplies (the 13th edition of Intermob) and to technologies for
wood processing (the 23rd edition of
Wood Processing Machinery) has
proven to be the reference point for the
Eurasian area, recording the presence
of 46,215 visitors (they were 32,626 of
which 3,589 foreigners in 2009) from 71
countries.
The event – held at Tuyap Fair, convention and congress center in Istanbul from
October 16 to 20 – has been extremely
positive, both for the influx of visitors and
the number and quality of exhibitors, 695
were from 33 countries.
And we must say that in recent years the
event showed an increas from several
points of view: improving the fairgrounds
as well as structure and organization of
spaces and services. The organizers
have realized – and this rivalry with Zow,
who has decided to place its own event
at a short distance from Intermob time,
has certainly done its toll – it was necessary to engage the Fourth, invest in the
halls, communication, promotion. And the
results are not missed. Instead, will be
done even more: soon, in fact, the Fair
will be enriched by two new halls (11 and
12; hall 10, as connection, has already
been opened) over which will be also
built a tower that will host a hotel. ■

FAIRS
First Componexpo 2011

The first edition of Componexpo, exhibition of components and accessories for furniture, wood and interior
(www.componexpo.es), will be held
at the Exhibition Centre of Zaragoza
(Spain), from 10 to 12 May 2011. Following the formula "all inclusive" and
modeled on Sicam of Pordenone,
this event was created to respond to
national needs and demands of visitors and the surrounding area (South
of France, North Africa and Portugal).
Events are planned with an extensive
program of conferences and debates, as well as training and demonstrations. ■

FAIRS
7 thousand visitors to Boster
Over 7 thousand visitors, 76 exhibitors
with 118 brands represented, 120
thousand Euros received with the auction of 16 lots of local forest (for a total of 6 thousand cubic meters of
wood) that was held Saturday, September 18: these are the numbers
summarizing the success of the 2010
international exhibition "Bosco e Territorio” which closed at Beaulard
Oulx with considerable satisfaction for
the organizers and exhibitors.
"Bosco e Territorio” has repeated in a
new location (very appreciated by visitors from France and the entire northern Italy for its proximity to the A32 Bardonecchia-Torino and the TurinModane), the demonstration on field, of
machinery and equipment for the
mountain forest harvesting, a source of
great attraction for traders, technicians, public administrators and citizens interested in the topic of forest resources. ■
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NEWS

flash news
GERMANY Third quarter still positive for woodworking machinery in
Germany, with a 73 percent orders increase in comparison to the same
period of last year. Domestic orders
increase reached 30 percent, while
exports increase was 87 percent. To
drive the recovery are specially
plants for wood panels production.
Demands are mostly coming from
East Europe and Asian countries.

AGREEMENT Companies Basf
and Saib reached an agreement according which the Italian panel
boards producer can use upon licence the technology “Kaurit Light”
for light panel boards developed by
Basf in cooperation with Nolte
Holzwwerkstoff. The light panel board
will be initially produced by Saib on
the exhisting plants.
MARKETS Wood fiber costs for
the global pulp industry in the 3Q/10
were close to the highest level in two
years. The cost for wood fiber accounts for almost 60 percent of the
total production costs when manufacturing pulp. Both softwood and hardwood wood fiber price indices, Sfpi
and Hfpi, have increased about six
percent over the past year, according
to the Wood Resource Quarterly.

FAIRS
Green building at Ecomake
Ecomake, the first international exhibition on materials and technologies for
sustainable construction tested and
guaranteed − organized by Piemmeti
and Venetian green building “Metadistretto” − will take place on 17-18 February 2011 in Fiera di Verona.
The protagonists of "Ecomake" will be
the materials, all needed to construct
a building able to ensure the indoor welfare and environmental sustainability. In
this context, surely wood cannot be absent, such as on floors and windows.
In addition, masonry, cement, mortar,
screeds, plaster, stone cutting ...
The section devoted to well-being
will offer screening systems and natural lighting systems, dehumidifiers, air

conditioning systems, green roofs. Another section will be devoted to work
and processes necessary to improve
performances. The most important national associations of manufacturers of
building materials, including of course
Assolegno-builders group, highlighted
the importance of having contributed to
achieving the "Technical regulations", a
tool capable of documenting the bio
quality and sustainable products and
technologies. In a booming market in
which everything in the building industry
seems to have become "sustainable"
"bio" or "ecological", and in the absence
of national regulations, has felt the
need to provide a tool to define the right
parameters. ■

FAIRS
Nordic design in Stockholm
Next Stockholm furniture fair
(www.stockholmfurniturefair.com) and
Northern light fair (www.northernlightfair.com), will be held at the Stockholm fair from 8 to 12 February 2011.
Important meeting points for Nordic design, every year the event attract about
40 thousand visitors, 20 percent of them
foreigners and host about 750 exhibitors that will take this opportunity to
show their latest novelties onf furniture,
lighting and fabrics.
Guest of honour for this event will be
Arik Levy: designer, technician, artist,
photographer, filmmaker, Levy's skills
are multi-disciplinary and his work
can be seen in prestigious galleries and
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museums worldwide. Respected for his
furniture and light designs on all continents, Levy also creates hi-tech clothing lines and accessories for firms in the
Far East.
Previous Guests of Honour include Patricia Urquiola, Spain; the brothers Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, France;
Naoto Fukasawa, Japan; Konstantin Grcic, Germany; Giulio Cappellini, Italy; Ineke Hans, the Netherlands and Paul
Smith, Uk. ■

www.xylon.it

WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS
In this article, we illustrate the export figures of the main manufacturers operating in the machinerywood-furniture industry, referring to
the period January-July 2010.

observatory

In the woodworking machinery
market, Germany was still the
world’s top exporter before Italy;

however the first quarter of the year
was influenced by the low level of
orders at the end of 2009.Asian,
Chinese and Taiwanese deals increased significantly.
The market of wood and semifinished materials (logs, sawn wood
and panels) indicated recovery in
almost all countries under scrutiny.

The United States remained the
main destination for wood exports
at global level.
The furniture industry, instead,
showed different trends. China featured significant growth rates, while
Italy was not yet able to recover the
market shares that it owned before
the crisis. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-July 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

2010
815.9
555.1
312.4
278.8
164.1

Var. % 10/09
-4.6
13.4
35.8
77.6
5.3

Main market
China
France
Usa
China
Germany

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594,
846595, 846596, 846599, 846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-July 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Canada
Germany
Usa
Brazil

2010
4,705.7
3,415.1
3,162.5
2,208.2
1,094.3

Var. % 10/09
25.4
15.4
8.9
33.5
15.4

Main market
Usa
Usa
France
Canada
Usa

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-July 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Usa
France

2010
6,963.1
2,371.3
1,943.1
674.8
439.6

Var. % 10/09
42.0
-2.9
-0.3
12.3
-15.6

Main market
Usa
France
France
Canada
Spain

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169,
940330, 940340, 940350, 940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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FOCUS ON USA
The United States are considered the
heart of the residential construction
bubble that caused the economic crisis in 2009. According to macro-economic figures, in the bitter period of the
crisis, Gdp decreased by 2.6 percent
against a global recovery by the same
value in the current year. Export and
import – after losing more than ten percent points – are starting to record significant increases. It is important to
note that the Us trade balance is historically characterized by a negative
value due to the huge volume of imported goods. Also domestic demand
and private consumption, in 2010, start
to show positive results higher than 1
percent in terms of variation.
As to woodworking machinery, the
United States are among the leading
global importers and, also in 2009,
they exceeded 1,000 million dollars.
The country is among the top ten exporters of machinery at global level,
even if the trend of the coming years
seems to go against Us manufacturers
in favor of Asian competitors. In 2009,
the industry trade balance recorded a
deficit by 728 million dollars.
The wood industry (logs, sawnwood
and panels) showed a significant reduction of inbound and outbound flows
during the economic crisis. Yet, the absolute values of transactions remain
high and they play a basic role in the
industry global scenario.
The furniture industry recorded a
trend in line with other industry sectors.
The trade balance recorded a negative
result by over 9 million dollars. It is important to note that the drop of incoming flows of furniture items has its roots
in 2008, long before the outbreak of the
financial crisis. ■

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDEXES (Us $ billion)

Gdp (constant prices,
percent change)
Export
Import
Domestic demand
Private consumption

2006
Value

2007
% Var.

2008
% Var.

2009
% Var.

2010*
% Var.

12,024
1,269
1,903
12,645
8,293

2.2
8.1
1.9
1.5
2.9

1.2
7.4
-0.9
0.1
1.2

-2.6
-10.8
-14.8
-2.6
-0.6

2.6
6.8
6.2
1.5
1.3

Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2007
459
1,533

2008
446
1,319

2009
319
1,047

Var. % 09/08
-28.4
-20.6

2009
4,031
10,152

Var. % 09/08
-21.4
-30.4

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2007
5,165
19,019

2008
5,129
14,581

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)
Export
Import

2007
1,541
14,830

2008
1,796
13,331

2009
1,466
10,610

Var. % 09/08
-18.3
-20.4

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.
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FAIRS

JANUARY
17-22 January
Bau
Architecture, materials
and systems for constructing
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture
18-23 January
Imm Cologne
International furnishing show
www.imm-cologne.com/
• Cologne(Germany)
Furniture
18-23 January
Living Kitchen
The international kitchen show
www.livingkitchen-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
20-23 January
Expopromueble
Exhibition for the furniture industry
www.promueble.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
21-25 January
Maison&Objet
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture
27-30 January
Klimahouse
International fair
on energy efficient construction
www.klimahouse.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

FEBRUARY
6-9 February
Medex
Machineries, accessoriesfor
furniture equipment & interior
design international exhibition
www.irfurnitureunion.ir
• Teheran (Iran)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
9-12 February
Samulegno
Biennial woodworking machinery fair
www.samulegno.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
14-17 February
Zow Bad Salzuflen
Zuliefermesse Ost-Westfalen
www.zow.de
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
15-18 February
Woodshow
www.woodshowsyria.org
• Damasco (Syria)
Woodworking technologies
15-18 February
Eurobois
Construction
and woodworking machinery fair
www.eurobois.net
• Lione (France)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 February
DelhiWood
www.delhi-wppd.com/
• New Delhi (India)
Woodworking technologies
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18-20 February
Edil Show
Building show
www.edilshow.it
• Piacenza (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

MARCH
1-5 March
Miff
Malaysian International
Furniture Fair
www.miff.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture
1-4 March
Woodmac China
www.woodmacchina.net
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
17-20 March
Legno&Edilizia
International exhibition
about the use of wood in buildings
www.legnoeedilizia.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

APRIL

21-25 March
Fimma Brazil
Woodworking technologies fair
www.fimma.com.br
• Bento Goncalves (Brasil)
Woodworking technologies
21-25 March
Building Materials & Maintenance
Exhibition
www.doorsmiddleeast.com
• Sharjah (UAE)
Constructing and architecture
22-26 March
Technomebel
www.bulgarreklama.com
• Sophia (Bulgaria)
Woodworking technologies
23-26 March
Bws
www.messe.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Woodworking technologies

MAY

5-7 April
Woodshow
International Wood
& Wood Machinery Show
www.dubaishow.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies
6-8 April
Resale 2011
World fair for used machinery
and equipment
www.resale-germany.com/
• Stuttgart (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 April
Drema/Furnica
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
12-17 April
I Saloni
(Salone internazionale del mobile,
Salone ufficio, Salone satellite,
Euroluce, Eurocucina)
International furniture fair
www.cosmit.it
• Milan (Italy)
Furniture

10-12 May
Componexpo
Fair for components,
semifinished products
and accessories for furniture
www.componexpo.es
• Zaragoza (Spain)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
18-20 May
Bobat
www.bobat.fr
• Paris (France)
Constructing and architecture
25-28 May
Interzum
International fair
for subcontracting
www.interzum.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
30 May - 3 June
Ligna
World fair for the forestry
and wood industry
www.ligna.de/60510
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 March
Interzum Guangzhou
International exhibition
of woodworking machinery
and furniture industry sub-supplies
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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EUMABOIS

CHOOSE THE ORIGINAL, CHOOSE SUCCESS:
EXPERIENCE, THE SIXTH CONCEPT
This is the last but one report
about the key concepts of
the campaign “Choose the
original – Choose success”
promoted by Eumabois –
the European federation
grouping the leading national Associations representing the manufacturers
of machines and accessories
for woodworking – to safeguard original products.
With this initiative in the twoyear period 2009-2010, Eumabois has put a strong accent on the basic conditions
to build the success of quality products, tools that are not
created by mere imitation or
competition exclusively based on price, but rather the
result of capacity, experience, reliability... Behind a
product that combines research, innovation, problemsolving capacity and machining skills, there is an accurate "recipe", a mixture of
elements that make the real
difference, the gap between
creators and imitators, between
those who make
quality and those
who follow far behind.
As already mentioned in previous
publications, “originality” is a
complex concept, it’s the final result of different elements that – all together – allow a manufacturer to offer a
product that will achieve reliable results, in terms of final
product quality, but also safe-

ty, industrial costs, planning,
process management.
Therefore, Eumabois, on behalf of European woodworking technology manufacturers, has decided to launch a
communication campaign to
promote the values that characterize a quality tool or machine. A campaign in seven
stages (quality, hi-tech,
know-how, reliability, safety, efficiency, experience)
that represent the best “business card” for all companies
offering original solutions.

EXPERIENCE
The concept we are illustrating in this document is experience. It’s a key concept,
strictly related to know-how,
because experience is the
process that allows to preserve your know-how, to store
it in your memory so that
each project is not just a single event, but a tile of a mosaic, a step along the way, an
episode of continuous

growth. Sometimes the success of a company comes
from a stroke of genius, a single product.
But such fortune would be
short-lasting if that intuition is
not turned into the pillar of a
construction, if it is not con-
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verted to experience. The
woodworking industry keeps
changing: each day we have
to face new problems, define
new products with reliable
performance, durable and
ensuring the best customer
satisfaction. We have to create goods that respond to
fashion trends, changing
tastes, new habits... Each
day brings a new challenge,
each day requires the application of skills to find new answers. It’s a continuous
process that tightly connects
the passing of time and the
accumulation of solutions
and answers.
That’s the way a company
creates its history, its experience, i.e. the capacity to
make profit from what they
have been able to understand, conceive, design and
build.
This process provides companies with more and more
powerful weapons, because
the habit to tackle and solve
problems, the capacity to transfer
the identified answers and solutions into a sort of
big book of handson experience and
knowledge, means
they have a repertoire of
skills that allow to face any
challenge with confidence
and the certainty of success.
Designers, engineers, entrepreneurs become elements
of a big common process that
leads to what is probably

the most valuable asset of a
company: experience.
The German poet Christian
Johann Heinrich Heine
(Düsseldorf 1797, Paris
1856) wrote: “Experience is
a good school, but the fees
are high”. That’s true! As we
have said, experience is a
valuable resource, but collecting it, creating it and having it available is a longterm investment. If you just
imitate, if you just pursue
cost-based competition, if
you focus on products that
are not really comparable
beyond appearance, definitely you have not invested,
you have spent nothing to
build your experience. European manufacturers have
borne this cost, have made
this investment and are now
delivering the results to those
who choose experience,
quality, original products...
success!
An expert is the opposite of
an amateur; a person who
has been going through
events and episodes that
have allowed him to acquire
experience, to improve his
knowledge in a specific area
of human life. It's an interior
growth, the difficult construction of a “load of knowledge” that turns into skills deriving from habit, involvement, constant commitment... ■

PANELS

PANELS GONE
FOR STREET
PROTEST
European particleboard, Mdf
and Osb manufacturers have
crossed their arms and
stopped their machines:
enough with incentives that
support the use of biomass
as fuel, and rather promote a
different use of waste or recycled wood, which is an essential raw material for panel production, more and more
difficult to procure due to its
exploitation as energy
source. In the name of increasingly extreme “green”
policies supported by the
European Union, this industry might be killed if most
wood resources are used
for burning.
Italy is in “red code” alarm,
as panels – mostly Mdf and
particleboard – are the key
element for furniture production, the ace in the hole
of made-in-Italy production.
And if you add the increasing use of these materials in
furniture systems and interior decorations, the stakes for
the Belpaese are really very
high.
At the Action Day, the first
protest and awarenesss action organized last 29 October by Epf, the European federation of panel manufacturers based in Brussels,
Italy was represented by the
member companies of As-

sopannelli-FederlegnoArredo, representing Italy within Epf, who explained the
reasons for this initiative also
through specific press releases in the leading national and local papers, plus
messages and reports sent
to the Italian Prime Minister
and the Ministries of Environment, Agriculture and
Economic Development.
Approximately 98 percent of
Italian manufacturers have
joined the action and
stopped their machines for
two hours, to launch a clear
and strong signal to the institutions and public opinion:
the use of large wood volumes as fuel in biomass
plants is causing a lack of
raw material in the panel industry, and a consequent
increase of prices with heavy
impact on the entire woodfurniture supply chain. The
reaction of European panel
manufacturers had resulted
into another action in June,
namely the approval of a
resolution signed in Dresden, Germany, by Epf, the
Plywood Industry Federation and Vhi, the German
association of wood-based
panel industries. The document illustrated the industry’s
requirements in terms of raw
material and biomass, calling

Paolo Fantoni, Assopannelli President.

for the elimination of tax incentives for energy-producing biomass and a responsible use of wood through
use, re-use, recycling and –
only at the end of the cycle
– its combustion.
In Italy, where the initiative
was launched at Sicam in
Pordenone, the goals of the
resolution were added with
another one: obtain the introduction of a declaration of
adequacy by FederlegnoArredo for the opening of
new biomass power stations,
that adds to the licenses
and preventive verifications
already established by the
law. This would help build
new energy production sites
in areas that are not directly
close, hence in competition
with, wood and panel industry districts. This request is

based on the evidence that
one cubic meter exploited by
the panel supply chain produces 10x added value and
30x employment compared
to fuel generation.

“The Action Day was certainly a strong and important
reaction for us – said Paolo
Fantoni, Assopannelli President –, from the extremes of
this action we must get to different and more balanced
situations. This is a disruptive
action for an industry that has
always found it difficult to
speak to public opinion".
Some local politicians have
shown to be aware of this issue, supporting manufacturers with Parliament declarations by representatives
of both parties: Manlio Contento (Pdl) and Ettore Rosato
(Pd). ■
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EVENTS

“OPEN DOORS” AT BIESSE
WITH SO MUCH NEWS

NOT ONLY TECHNOLOGY...
The three thousand square meter
Tech Center in Pesaro hosted the traditional
open house in October. An occasion
for an update on new technology
as well as on the "life" of the group.

A very intensive season for Biesse Group in Pesaro, one of the international giants of woodworking machinery and technology. A period of frenetic activity, not only for the innovation of machines
and their functional concept in a still complicated
economic period, but also at management level.
As our readers have read in the pages of xylon.it,
there is a new figure in Biesse, Liviana Forza, who
brought significant experience to Pesaro, where she
has taken up the role of sales & marketing manager,
systems & products.

“BIESSEINSIDE”

A moment during the press meeting.
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At the beginning of October, there was a happy and
positive open house, a new edition of the traditional
“open doors” that the Pesaro-based group has been
organizing every year since 2007. Let’s start from
this “BiesseInside”, held from 7 to 9 October, introducing the latest technology innovations to customers and partners in the three thousand square
meter Tech Center, where the company set up machining cells to reproduce the production process
that any customer might need for the production of

kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, living room and office
furniture, as well as doors and windows.
“Biesseinside” 2010 consisted of a set of manufacturing islands conceived for a specific result, so
that each customer could identify the most suitable
island for his requirements and see the finished
product delivered by the networked machines, controlled by the proprietary software “BiesseLink”
and “BiesseWorks”. Biesse – this was the clear
message – is not just “selling machines”, but rather
offering solutions, as an all-round partner that can
give complete answers.
Obviously, the machining islands presented the latest new products designed and built by the group
companies. We will go into details in the next Xylon International issue, so we will just list them quickly here. The new Klever, a movable gantry boringmilling machine suitable for small and medium companies, was shown together with the working center “Rover A 1332 5 Axes”, boasting higher performance and flexibility. Created by Bre.Ma., “Eko
902” is a modular vertical boring machine with narrow footprint, while Selco presented the new panel saws WN series 6.
There was also an “Eco Laser” edging machine,
marking Biesse's debut in laser edgebanding
(this is another topic we will deal with in the January-February issue of Xylon International) and the
opportunity to take a close look at the powerful highflexibility drilling line “Techno” for batches of 400500 panels...

LIVIANA FORZA
So, we will talk about this in the next Xylon International issue. Now, let us dedicate our attention
to our long and pleasant conversation-press conference with Liviana Forza.
“I was called by Biesse to join the company – she
said – and I cannot deny I was surprised to hear
about woodworking technology. But I was curious,
so I came to Pesaro and I found very stimulating
organization, interesting people, and a fascinating
industry with exciting peculiarities. First of all, Italian excellence in this industry, which has been
strongly supported by Biesse. It’s an involving challenge for this Italian company to keep growing so
as to become market leader, winning the match
against German technology.
Another exciting aspect is the apparent contrast
between basically simple operations and highly sophisticated technology. This is where we find our

BIESSE: QUARTERLY REPORT
UNTIL 30 SEPTEMBER 2010 APPROVED
As we are going to print, the board of managers of Biesse spa
– listed on the Star segment of the Italian Stock Exchange – approved the report for the third quarter 2010 on Friday, 12 November,
and examined the annual results until 30 September.
During the same meeting, following the resignation of the general manager Giovanni Barra, the board assigned Barra’s
powers and proxies to President Roberto Selci.
Obviously, a new general manager is being selected.
Biesse is satisfied for the results achieved: “In these nine
months we have gradually consolidated unquestionably positive
results”, stated Roberto Selci. “Solid figures that, while still far from
satisfactory to us, confirm that Biesse is capable of capitalizing
fully on the demand coming from our principal business sectors.
We are particularly proud of our cash generation so far and above
all of the measures taken to ensure that we continue to do so in
the future. The trend of order intake continues to fluctuate and remains volatile despite the improvement in the international
macro-economic environment; we will apply the necessary solutions and adopt any effective operating instrument to stimulate
demand in the markets in which we operate. I am working, together
with Group management, to determine a new Three-year Industrial Plan for the period 2011-2013 which will be, after the recent
changes in top management, strongly characterized by significant projects to broaden the distribution network and by substantial
investment in research and development, even though this may
partially affect our results in the very short term”.
For the detailed figures of the quarterly report, visit our Web site
at http://www.xylon.it/xylon.asp?ID=1275.
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LIVIANA FORZA
Liviana Forza was born in Biella in
1967 and took a Degree in Social
Economics at the Bocconi University in Milan.
She started her professional career
in Investment Banking at Morgan
Stanley in London. In 1995 she became Consultant of A.T. Kearney in
Milan, with several jobs in many industries in Italy and around the
world. In 2004 she joined Iveco, Sales & Marketing Department,
dealing with sales performance management and network development. From 2004 to 2008, she made a career in different companies of Fiat Group: in New Holland Construction, as Business
Operations manager for the global brand, based in Carol
Stream in the Usa, and from 2007 in Case New Holland as Senior Vice President responsible for Business development, product portfolio manager and member of the executive committee.
In 2008 she joined Fiat Powertrain Technologies as Business development manager.
At the end of 2008, she entered Piaggio Group as strategic marketing manager of the commercial vehicle division, responsible for
network development, business development and product marketing.
Starting from May 2010, she is sales & marketing manager, systems & products, Biesse, meaning product "strategy" and not development.

mission, i.e. making complexity simple, from all
points of view.
This industry is particularly stimulating because it
is going through a historical phase that is “prior”
to other sectors: we are seeing partnerships, acquisitions, developments that other industries
have already been going through and that indicate
a trend to consolidation, an evolution that announces a critical and involving challenge for the
years to come. But most of all, I was struck by the
strong will of the company owners to grow: that’s
why Biesse is a beautiful project right now...".
What do you mean, Mrs. Forza, when you say you
must make even the most difficult things easier?
“We offer complex systems to execute operations
that our customers know very well. they have to cut,
contour, press… We must show them we can support their daily activity, providing them with what
they need to make a piece of furniture, a flight of
stairs, a door. They should not be involved in the
complexity that guarantees the effectiveness and
reliability of our machines, but simply show them
what the machines are made for and how easy to
use they are.
In this respect, being a partner takes up a different value, a more comprehensive meaning: we must
collaborate to achieve the goals set by our customers, to understand their needs, how they want
to organize their processes, which of our solutions
can be more suitable. And we can do this both for
big systems and for small joinery equipment”.
Which are the priorities for the development of your
business?
“We have a strong and well-organized network in
many countries, but there are regions where we can
do much more. I am thinking about Asia, which has
grown massively in the past few years. Especially
China, where we have margins for growth. Such development must be based on the consolidation of
our organization and distribution network, achieving an extensive market coverage with products suitable for each market. Another key asset is the manufacturing unit we have in India, which is essential
to have a competitive range of products suitable for
some markets. However, we should not overlook the
significant figures of China at “System” level, i.e. at
the high end of the market, a demand that indicates
that China is ready to become “the world’s factory” also for furniture and woodworking”.
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“Europe is just as important for us”, added
Forza. “German and
Central Europe are in
the forefront and we want
to grow also in this region. We will measure
our market share and
enhance the tools to increase it, because we
need very specific actions to have success in
this area. Germany is a
very important market,
with competitors that extend their reach to our
national market, and we
want to do the same in
their country!".
“We will work hard – continued Liviana Forza –
with BiesseArtech, deploying a differentiated distribution network based on distributors and capillarity. We have the product range, now we must
show it to customers who can have it delivered from
stock. We are sure that having a certain number of
solutions “on stock” for our resellers to deliver at
short notice offers great opportunities. The “experiments”, if you allow this definition, we have made
during these months are encouraging us to keep
moving in this direction, and we also think this is the
right time: in Poland we have an excellent reseller
with two dedicated showrooms for BiesseArtech and
the results are excellent. An example to imitate...”.
Let’s talk about wood...
“Biesse started from the wood industry, but soon
it tried to apply its concepts and solutions also to
other materials, pursuing maximum synergy and
pushing exploration as far as possible, with an integrated vision of the markets that can offer opportunities for further growth.
Also in this case we need a dedicated distribution
system, with different resellers and agents for different customers. We have already started to act
in the Us and Canada and we see tangible opportunities to keep our growth momentum.
Let me add that wood is and will always be a very
important and charming raw material. And we also
know that there are applications for which we have
never offered any technology. Just think of parquet

or constructions, to mention only two examples. In
the future we might focus attention on these markets, but for the time being, we are leveraging the
knowledge we have”.
By offering standard solutions from stock and setting up a distribution system that takes you closer
to small and medium companies, are you not going to “clash” with Scm Group, which has always
been strong in this respect?
“The BiesseArtech range is not aimed at total and
direct competition with the offer of companies from
the group you have mentioned. We will not focus
on manual machines, but rather on machines
equipped with numerical control. So, it’s a different market segment. As mentioned, if you want to
address this market area, you need more extensive and specialized distribution. We have already
taken several steps into this direction, because the
expertise required to define a big plant project are
different from those you need to sell a router.
Anyway, we are not worried about possible confrontation with Scm, but we will have to collaborate
with companies that complete our business with
manual machines, so that our resellers can have
all necessary solutions available. We are playing
this business phase with complementary players,
not necessarily through mergers or acquisition, but
also through commercial agreements”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
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“If we look at the figures of the second edition of
Sicam, we can say that the economic crisis that has
influenced also our industry has virtually finished!”. This is what Carlo Giobbi – the organizer of the exhibition – said during the event. Obviously, he was referring to the number and the level of exhibitors who decided to attend the second
edition of the trade fair. Today, we are sure that he
would use this concept directly considering that also
visitor figures have gone beyond expectations. Mr.
Giobbi and his team talked clearly since the beginning of the press conference, announcing that
they were expecting 15,000 visitors in view of many
pre-registrations on the www.exposicam.com website. However, reality was even better, since visiting operators were 18,000, 26 percent coming from
foreign countries (4,680 from 83 countries against
3,050 from 79 countries in 2009).
The highest attendance rates were from Germany
(10 percent of total foreign visitors), followed by
Slovenia (8 percent), Spain (6 percent) and France,

The figures are very clear and they confirm
the success of Sicam, the international
exhibition of components, semi-finished
materials and accessories
for the furniture industry that was held
from October 20 to 23 in Pordenone.

Russia and Poland (5 percent). It is important to note
the presence of visitors from countries such as Cape
Verde, Mexico, Jordan, Iceland, South Africa,
Vietnam just to make few examples of the most surprising countries. Clearly, Italian presence reached
a high level with 13,320 visitors (10,200 in 2009),
coming from all areas of Italy; especially from
Triveneto, Brianza and Marche that are the three
main furniture production areas.
A high level of internationality was recorded also
as to exhibitors: this second edition, after the debut in 2009, has proved to be an already “mature”
business event because it has appealed to a strong
international audience involving all industries. This
year, 530 companies attended the event, 25 percent representing 27 countries. German participation was really huge (Germany is the best represented country at Sicam, without any doubts) and
big industrial groups in the hardware industry stood
out – they immediately relied on the exhibition. At
the second place of the ranking of foreign exhibitors,
we find Austria and Romania, followed by Turkey,
Switzerland and Spain.
These figures – let’s say it – show that that the second edition of the b2b event is not open to interpretations: Sicam is a meeting included in the
agenda of all the industry operators. And if we analyze these figures in view of the economic situation, their importance is even higher: it’s not a

SICAM, A SUCCESS…
ALSO AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL!
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chance that opinion leaders, buyers and decisionmakers met in Pordenone. A “consolidated” meeting, attended by the furniture and accessories industries (42 percent of the companies belong to
this segment), handicraft companies (20 percent)
and trade (18 percent). The operator quality was
high and this proved the “concrete value” of this
business event. According to information collected
at the exhibition entrance, 55 percent of visiting
operators belong to “top management” (33 percent owners and the rest sales managers, general
managers, production managers and technical
managers). Figures that are difficult to record in
other exhibitions in the world of design: 11 percent of visiting operators included architects, designers or consultants operating in the creativity
sphere. Press conferences, presentations, meetings – where new products for the upcoming season were presented – provided an added value.
Satisfaction was tangible during the exhibition:
since the very beginning, a constant flow of operators was recorded, a situation characterizing all
the four days of the event. The “hesitations” of the
first edition – unavoidable in view of the open war
with Zow – were replaced by a success that resulted
into the creation of a new reference date in the Italian and international exhibitions calendar. This year,
all the halls of the Pordenone Fair were occupied,
from 1 to 9, resulting in a net exhibition surface close
to 14,000 square meters against 9,500 square meters of the first edition.

“Sicam is an exhibition that takes place in one of the
main areas of the furniture industry, the District of
Livenza, which is one of the most important regions
in the global furniture scenario”, commented Giobbi. “An event that is deeply rooted in this area but
has immediately pursued an international ap-

proach, both for exhibitors and visitors. If it is unavoidable – and most of the industry exhibitions show
it – that a successful event must be strictly connected
to a “strong area”, we cannot certainly ignore that
markets are global. A word that has a strong
meaning for us: every year we take part in several
industry exhibitions, from components to finished
products, from technologies to industrial systems.
We have understood that only if we provide our exhibitors and visitors with an international context, we
will always be able to meet their requirements, to create a suitable situation for their business to have more
opportunities to achieve success”.
And what will happen next year? There is a changing situation and Sicam will have to face it somehow: on one side, the comeback of Zow Italia with
a new formula, on the other side Made which will
be held in October. Could it be a problem for Prodenone? Giobbi is sure it will not. “Made is an important fair organized by an important organization,
a time proximity that we are pleased of and that witnesses the centrality of the month of October for
our industry”, he said during the press conference.
“But it is an event dedicated to the world of constructions, addressing different operators from
Sicam. If they decided to open a section for semifinished products, I believe that the only exhibitors would be companies with some connections with the construction industry... we are talking about two distant worlds...”.
One last figure: the third edition – which will take
place from October 19 to 22, 2011 – seems to be
very promising from the start. As far as we know,
a few days after the end of Sicam 2010, a significant number of exhibitors had already confirmed
their presence, and several new requests of participation had been collected as well. (l.r.) ■
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BAU: CONSTRUCTIONS AND INNOVATION

Some pictures of the past edition held in 2009.

The European building and
construction industry is showing up in Munich, Germany,
from 12 to 17 January, for the
2011 edition of Bau, the international exhibition of architecture, materials and systems organized by the Munich Trade Fair. After the
2009 success with 212 thousand visitors from 151 countries (up by 3 thousand compared to 2007), attendance
expectations in a post-crisis
European scenario are still
positive. The key target of
Bau’s message are construction companies (48 percent) and designers (18 percent), followed by education
and research (12 percent);
ltaly is traditionally one of the

top visitor countries at the Munich show, after Austria and
Switzerland, but there is
growing interest from Central
and Eastern Europe, with
Slovenia, Czech Republic,
Poland and Turkey ahead of
France and Spain. The United States are also represented. Italy is also well represented in terms of exhibitors: in 2009 the share of
foreign exhibitors amounted

to 25 percent, with many
companies from Austria, Italy
and Switzerland. The drive towards globalization is bringing more and more extraEuropean visitors to Bau,
with approximately 5,000
people in 2009 coming from
Asia (3,330), Iran (909) and
China (456). Bau comes back
to the global construction
market with an extensive exhibition program;
over a total area
of 180 thousand
square meters, it
encompasses all
the key target
segments of architecture, materials and systems
for industrial,
commercial and residential
buildings, and for interior
decorations, new constructions and renovation, with
everything linked together
by the "fil rouge" of sustainability and innovation. Besides wood (from floors to
windows, from carpentry to
prefab constructions), there
will be natural and artificial
stone and earth (from
stoneware to concrete),

BAU 2009 VISITOR PROFILE
Construction and renovation companies
Designers, architects and construction engineers
Services, research and education
Construction materials trade
Construction materials production
General contractors, residential building and public institutions
* percent values based on Bau 2009 visitor survey
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47%
18%
12%
9%
9%
5%

chemistry for the building industry, tiles and ceramics, facade and solar protection
systems, energy systems for
buildings, drives and controls,
hardware and keylocks for
windows and gates, floorings, glass, fabrics for constructions and contemporary
buildings. The news at Bau
2011 will be the new hall B0,
completely reorganized and
dedicated to building renovation, training and specialization, research and incentives for the construction industry; the “Bau IT” area for
the exhibition of IT solutions
for the construction industry,
covering 6 thousand square
meters approximately; and an
outdoor area that will host the
“Tensile architecture” and
“Solar Decathlon” installations, the latter featuring the
house designed by the students of the Rosenheim technical high school, as well as
products and solutions for
temporary buildings, infrastructures and geothermal
systems.
Bau 2011 will also offer a rich
program of events and initiatives in addition to the exhibition stands. The “Bau
Plus” forums include the
meetings “Intelligent building”
(renovation and modernization of existing buildings,
construction of high-tech
buildings with modern technologies), “MakroArchitektur” (the role of architects today and tomorrow) and “The
future of constructions” (presentation of projects from all
around the world). ■
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SAMULEGNO COMES BACK
FROM FEBRUARY 9 TO 12

Over 800 companies, with
10,000 operators and a
turnover of 2,500 million Euros, make up the wood-furniture industry of the District
of Livenza, the area with
the biggest concentration of
manufacturers of finished
furniture items and components in Europe, spread
across the provinces of Pordenone, Treviso and partially Venice. Expanding the focus, the whole area of NorthEastern Italy has more than
4,000 companies in the furniture industry, with over
40,000 employees: with
these figures, this industry is
a key element for the economy of this macro-area of the
country.
Pordenone Fiere looks at the
wood-furniture industry as
one of the supporting industries of its annual exhibition
activity. Such activity revolves
around the collaboration with
Sicam, that was hosted last
20-23 October, and the direct

involvement in the organization of Samulegno, the 18th
edition of the biennial exhibition scheduled from February 9 to 12.
A new meeting, thus, with the
Biennial exhibition of woodworking machinery and technologies, set to show the
most relevant aspects of the
furniture district at national
level, but also oriented towards the markets of Central
Europe and the Balkans. An
event that – to tell the truth –
has recorded some sufferings during recent editions,

though working with strong
determination to understand
how to interface with an industry featuring a continuously changing exhibition
agenda and “complex”
changes. This involvement is
proved by the fact that the
2011 edition will feature a
covered exhibition surface
that has doubled compared
to 2009, when the event was
strongly impacted by the difficult economic situation.
Being the only Italian event
in odd years is an advantage
for Samulegno, as well as the
decision to focus on specific issues: flexible production
and just in time. Strong signals of interest have been
recorded from big brands,
according to the statements
of the management of Fiera
di Pordenone during the
press conference for the
presentation of the event.
“This is the key: the market”,
said Alessandro Zanetti,
managing director of Pordenone Fiere. “Pordenone

– and the territory that it represents – remains the most
significant area of the Italian
market, which, in turn, is
one of the key markets for
design, production capacity,
innovation level and product
quality. That’s why the most
important companies of the
furnishing complement and
accessory industry have
chosen Sicam and, for the
same reason, the leading
brands in furniture production technologies will remain
(or return) in Pordenone”.
“To be innovative and competitive, entrepreneurs also
need courage and boldness, which are not lacking
in our region. Only with a
bold approach will companies be able to face the future in an increasingly difficult
and competitive market. And
the Fair of Pordenone will
keep supporting and guiding
the entrepreneurs of the district in their action, in order to
keep up with the pace of
leading markets”. ■

The panel of speakers
during the conference:
from left, Alessandro
Zanetti, Ceo
of Fiera di Pordenone;
Alvaro Cardin,
President of the Fair;
Franco Paviotti,
co-owner of Metalworld
and vice-president
of Acimall;
Simona Maldarelli,
press office
and Cavaliere Boer,
owner of
La Fiorenza Macchine.
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Robotic automation has gone a long way and it has
paved the way to increasingly demanding applications in the wood industry; Tvm Automazioni –
based in Perarolo di Cadore, near Belluno – is sure
about it. The story and experience of Tvm comes
from far away, from machinery specifically designed
for the eyeglass production industry: nothing is more
rapid, accurate and easy to use than an anthropomorphous robot to insert stiffening elements in
the temple arms (sides) of eyeglasses; but it is also
suitable for leather and plastics machining. And why
not use a similar method for the assembly of elements – even complex – for the production of furniture items and so on, as well as for wooden sculptures for big-sized statues or carpentry? An idea
stemmed from an opportunity: a specific request

The use of anthropomorphous robots
is one of the innovation keys
for the machining of wood elements:
this is the idea of Tvm Automazioni.

AUTOMATIC AND INTELLIGENT:
HERE COMES THE CRAFTSMAN-ROBOT
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from a customer. Tvm is a company employing seven highly skilled and flexible operators and it designs its products from the very beginning to the
finished item, from mechanical components to control software, for a product range mainly targeted
to the Italian market. This line includes working centers, pieces bending machines, nose benders, Tennessee core shooting machines, rod crimping machines, double crimping machines, handle cutters
and hinge flaring machines. Now, wood is the new
frontier to cross, as Domenico Tazzara, the owner, told us. He decided to get involved in this industry and he expects significant success.
How did you get to the world of wood?
“A few years ago we developed an application for
the production of stamped plastic boxes bearing
a writing upon customer request. Once the neutral
item had been stamped, an anthropomorphous robot added the brand on the product though
milling and painting; this gave us the idea to extend the use of these systems with offline programming based on suitable software to guide the
tool. Last year, a customer based in Val Gardena
requested a milling robot for big-sized wooden
statues and we provided him with a rather big machine with a working table featuring a load capacity
up to 5,000 kg to support a block of considerable
weight. A solution that has allowed us to pave to
way to new applications, towards constructions and
beams machining and much more”.
Have you perceived the crisis, too?
“Yes, last year was particularly tough, especially
in the first months of the year, but in the end we
came off rather well despite a reduction of revenues.
This year we are seeing a change, we have the feeling that customers want to start over and invest
once again. On the way out of the financial crisis,
we are the last ones to feel positive effects: when
the customer feels more relaxed and safe, he will
start to think about the automation of his operations and implement new projects and new lines.
Thus we are very optimistic about the future”.
The anthropomorphous robot has been designed
to move elements. But you are talking about assembly, take different workpieces and put them together, right?
“This is an industry where we have been increasingly focusing our efforts in the past few years. We

believe that the anthropomorphous robot is a
very flexible machine
and, for this reason, we
have developed several
applications for assembly. Lately, we have
moved further ahead,
developing the anthropomorphous robot to
carry out also chip-forming operations. After all,
the anthropomorphous
robot has been created
to manipulate objects,
but it features huge flexibility beyond the limits of
a standard machine.
With his operating radius and flexibility, it can
turn into a kind of milling
machine with 3D capabilities, calibrated to the
dimensions of the machined piece. Just like
tailors, we build a custom machine and we
calculate the size according to the capacity
Domenico Tazzara.
of the “wrist”, that is the
joint between robot and
power-spindle, and the operating range. An outer rotary axis allows to rotate the workpiece also
in interpolation with the axes, just like a kind of turning machine where the piece and the robot are handled to optimize the machining process. Alternatively, the robot or the piece can be mounted on
linear slides and this allows to machine pieces with
a length up to thirty meters. In addition, there is the
opportunity to interpolate several axes to achieve
higher performance: the anthropomorphous robot
has six axes, which means six degrees of freedom,
and we can add other six external degrees”.

Some examples
of the machining
operations with
the solutions by
Tvm Automazioni.

So it has "higher" versatility compared to standard
working centers...
“A working center even with five axes has limits and
constraints: the robot carries out all operations within its operating range. Obviously we also have to
look at the back of the medal: if the application requires high accuracy, the robot is not the most suitNovember-December 2010 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 35
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able solutions, because it is subject to bending effects and inaccuracy. It cannot be used if you want
to produce items with the strictest tolerance levels.
The anthropomorphous robot is not a brand new
solution and we are not the first to produce this item,
but the application, the suitable software solution,
the precision achieved and the flexibility make the
real difference. We work a lot on software: it is not
easy to apply it to an anthropomorphous robot that
is specialized in milling operations, a very complicated task".
How has the tool
changer been designed to meet this
requirement?
“The number of
tools available for
automatic change
is defined by the
customer according to his requirements and this is a
great advantage,
the robot takes the
tool it needs according to the operations it has to
carry out. It is possible to install also
two, three magazines simultaneously. The machine is produced
according to the requirements of the customer, we
analyze his needs and we build the machine".
Which are the ideal applications in the woodworking
industry?
“The range is wide because it includes specific
milling operations in furniture and home decoration components, for example ceilings and roses,
to artistic applications to make statues and carpentry. Another significant application is in the furniture industry for the production of out-ofstandard elements: there are already very specific and high production machines to process furniture doors or windows, but it is difficult to use them
in case of non-series production because they are
not so flexible and they have longer tool and format change times. And in these situations a ma36 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2010

chine like ours can be interesting to manage small
batches and with ever different sizes. With the same
amount of work, as compared to a 5-axis machine,
we are more competitive in terms of costs, also considering all the parameters that range from the power-spindle to the tool change and the robot size”.
Wood is a recent challenge for you...
“Yes, we took part in the last Xylexpo mainly to learn
and to present our proposal: we are not woodworking machinery manufacturers, this is not our
mission, but we want to bring the technology of anthropomorphous robot in this industry to show
everybody its benefits. Well, new solutions may
scare the customer a bit, and the robot might be
a rather unfamiliar element at first sight, but if you
go deeper you find out that with the full package
we provide it becomes just like a standard machine
tool. Attending the exhibition together with our coexhibitors made the difference. We conveyed an
image of synergy to the service of customers: the
cooperation with other companies specializing in
IT solutions allows us to extend our offer range.
Cam software facilitates the use of a machine that
may seem complicated, since it creates a kind of
virtual reality in the Pc with few clicks, so as to define and see the finished product in 3d. A modeling solution that operates as if the operator were
directly handling the material, with the support of
a scanner that allows to apply existing profiles and
images to the object, including human elements.
After Cam, another simulator allows to transfer all
information directly to the machine”.
Your solutions are “peculiar”, you are specialists offering special solutions...
“It is a system that I consider particularly suitable
for small batches or for larger productions that cannot be carried out easily with other solutions
available in the market. At the exhibition we got several contacts in different fields, from manufacturers of coffins to carpentry and beams for the construction industry, up to the shipbuilding industry.
Considering the contacts and offers, we hope to
develop and implement innovative applications and
gradually learn how the world of wood works. It’s
up to us to show the potential of our products, once
we have overcome the inevitable distrust of small
craftsmen who are used to standard machinery”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
with the collaboration of Olivia Rabbi

PAINTS

FALMA CHOOSES ICA “MY LAB”:
HIGH QUALITY AND NEW COLORS
Falma Italia, a Marche-based leading manufacturer of
furniture and interior decorations for living rooms and
bedrooms, has always been
characterized by a strong focus on quality and the search
for new furnishing concepts,
combined with advanced
and qualified service: quality of raw materials, durability of furniture, flexible design,
customization, meeting delivery deadlines, after-sales
support. This accurate mix of
ingredients has been defined over time also through
close collaboration with Ica
Group, an Italian leader in
the production of paints for
wood and furniture materials
(glass, bamboo etcetera).
The new Falma Italia collections for living and sleeping
use innovative materials and

unique colors, which remind
of liquid metal, based on
“My Lab” materials, previewed by Ica Group at the
“fuori-salone” in Milan, last
April.
The range of eco-friendly
water-based paints includes
over 70 new colors, from
warm burnt sienna tones to
sand yello, from Nevada grey
to London smoke, up to blue,
violet and green
shades resulting
from accurate studies in the world of
colors.
The partnership between the two companies from Macerata is aimed at providing the market
with an ever innovative product with
no equals, a high-

quality solution resulting from
collaboration in research and
development. For Falma, the
wide range of colors and finishes is an “added value”, as
it allows to create unlimited solutions with a mix of materials
and high-impact color combinations, which give a competitive edge when presenting a product to an architect
or interior designer.

“Ica Group is a strategic
partner for us, a highly reliable partner that can supply
innovative high-quality products.
Their materials are always in
the vanguard because they
result from constant research
carried out by highly skilled
staff”, says Fabrizio Lanciani, founder of Falma Italia.
For this reason Falma has
built the new collection on the
new “My Lab” system colors,
woods painted with waterbased coats with a “NaturWood” effect, where the
beautiful grain of brushed
oak convey the pleasant feeling of touching real wood.
The new “colors” are complemented by traditional
lacquers, however offered in
harmonic and charming
combinations with grainlike finishes and metallized
colors.
Founded in 1986 by initiative
of people with several years’
experience in the furniture industry, Falma Italia is now an
established manufacturer in
the interior decorations business and a reliable partner
for high-end stores in Italy
and abroad.
Ica Group is one of the top
European producers of special paints for wood, with
operations in over 50 countries through direct subsidiaries and warehouses as
well as distributors and specialized retailers. ■
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THE KEYWORD FOR THE SUCCESS?
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE CUSTOMER!
The capacity to join forces on competitive markets and to build a privileged
relationship with the customer, based on trust and constant service,
represent the main values of Stema and Due.B.Erre,
which are approaching the market with an innovative synergy.
How do you approach the market with this new company form?
“First of all, we are not mere suppliers, but we offer a partnership to the customer: we do not just
produce and deliver a machine, but we also carry out a specific analysis to understand his requirements and define a solution starting from the
assets he can count on and he can enhance. Our
job is not finished with the delivery of the machine,
but it continues with the assistance and with the capacity to change production features always ensuring the maximum flexibility”.

Enrico Citterio.

The first requirement that is needed to be competitive is having clear ideas and the right tools in hand;
even if (and mainly if) you have to face an economic
crisis in addition to competitors. Two years ago,
Stema (based in Arosio, near Como) and
Due.B.Erre (Mirovano di Alzate Brianza, near
Como as well), started a common project in the
name of product, process innovation and market approach. The first step was the takeover of Due.B.Erre
by Stema; the second step was the implementation
of an offer with a wider and complete range of boring and inserting machines, from the simple model to automated special solutions, ready to be integrated in a complex production line from furniture
items to doors and windows.
With a deeply rooted certainty: technology innovation is useless if you do not
have all-round customer service and assistance services, including consulting
and design, so as to merge new resources with the existing assets in both
companies. Because the customer is a
partner above all. We talked about it with
Enrico Citterio, the owner.
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Today the line concept has deeply changed and
people work with “batch one”...
“That’s true, and that is why we have been producing batch-one machines for a long time. Today, the
most popular request in wood technology seems to
be high-speed machines that can carry out all operations. Big companies adopt powerful software that
manage the whole process automatically, from order
to packaging, transferring data directly from the design office to all operating machines. Let me say that
the control of production flows, the correct management of the whole process is more important. Having quick machines without thinking about “bottlenecks” makes any investment useless. We want to
be “optimizers” allowing the line to operate in the best
possible way and smoothly. And this is far more important in a market increasingly oriented towards “special products”, with a high level of customization”.
You propose customized and modular solutions,
meaning that they can be adapted to the changing requirements of your customers. But how
much innovation and “customization” is there in
woodworking machinery?
“More than 80 percent of a machine is “tailored”

for a customer. Each inserting operation is carried
out in a specific way, hardware is far from being
standard and everybody selects a different machining flow for their panels. There are some fixed
points, of course, but each entrepreneur, each technical manager wants a specific solution. Then, often, we have to work on existing plants and therefore we have to implement innovative solutions in
a legacy context, and the capacity to integrate
different worlds makes the difference. We can build
a whole plant and we are among the few companies who can optimize legacy systems, eliminating bottlenecks and increasing potential: if you tell
the customer he can go on with the existing machines, just making some changes, you win his
trust. Especially in this period, where many cannot afford replacing an entire production line”.
“Our operations – says Fausto Brivio, with thirtyyear experience in sales and now managing director
of Due.B.Erre – do not involve the whole plant, but
only those areas where our expertise in drilling and
inserting processes can enhance the machine efficiency significantly. We evaluate the plant and we
analyze how to operate in the best way with an injection of technology innovation! After collecting
precise information, we develop a more productive flow, different from the concepts that were used
five or ten years ago. The technical staff working
on a line or on a plant knows this material very well
and it can offer useful hints and advice even to an
experienced furniture manufacturer, maybe presenting a different point of view. For decades we
have been working on woodworking machines and
we have got to know them better, an experience
that is vital for the kind of applications and operations we offer. We have worked in small handicraft
companies as well as in huge industrial organizations, solving different problems and leveraging
experiences that allow us to be real partners and
all-round consultants for customers and prospects”.
By the way, how much does company size matter?
“A changing trend has been recorded compared
to the past few years. The trend towards bigger and
bigger dimensions seems to be slowing down”, says
Enrico Citterio. “In Italy, personal relationships are
particularly important. Those who need to buy a machine do not like to be considered as a number, but
they want to establish a direct relationship, get advice, direct answers. That’s the way we work, with

a dynamic approach that in foreign countries is more
difficult to implement, as for an organization of our
dimensions it is more difficult to move and travel all
around the world. Small and medium-sized companies have the limit of post-sales service to overcome, because people do not choose only functional and excellent machines with lower costs. On
the contrary, they are ready to spend more money provided they know that there is a staff in the
backstage, ensuring the durability and efficiency
of the machine. The real change is the way you interact with the customer. Today, the sales activity has to be strictly connected to the technical area,
it is not enough to leave a brochure on a desk. You
have to understand what the customer really
needs and transfer this information to the technical department. And it is increasingly important
to establish a close cooperation, creating a real
partnership between manufacturer and customer”.
As to boring and inserting machines, do you think
that something has changed in the way to operate
or – as in other woodworking machinery industries
– technologies are mature and they can “only” be
enhanced increasing their speed and flexibility?
“Sometimes we think we have got to the top of the
development process, but the day after we produce
a new machine which is even more innovative! Quality and workpiece monitoring systems for the production cycle have to be considered with another
approach: we are achieving very high production
speeds and we can machine up to one hundred
pieces per minute, so it is increasingly important to
identify possible errors in real time. We are focusin
our efforts on these aspects, unlike others...”.
Who is deriving innovation? You or the customer?
“That's the chicken or the egg dilemma,” says Enrico Citterio. “Customers, or architects, develop innovative items and details, but they are often difficult to be produced. We come in at this stage providing them with our expertise and experience. The
destiny of the furniture industry and furniture production technology depends on the capacity to
create new product”. (l.r.) ■
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ESSETRE:
FOCUS ON CONSTRUCTION

The open house organized by Essetre took place in
October 28-30 at the company’s headquarters
based in Thiene (near Vicenza). In an increasingly difficult economic scenario, with a situation that still does
cannot give a “push” to the woodworking machinery
industry, it is important to increase visibility through
any promotional initiative and, from this point of view,
Open House events have proved to be effective marketing tools in the past few years. The event organized by the Vicenza-based company allowed visitors
to experience the latest innovations as to machinery
solutions for the wood construction industry. In particular, it was possible to see the “Techno Wall” working centre for wall processes in operation, the latest
innovation of the Thiene brand.
“Techno Wall” is a patented cnc controlled working
centre able to process wall panels with the following
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standard dimension: width from 3000 up to 8000 mm,
thickness up to 400 mm and, thanks to the use of a
modular construction, unlimited length.
The peculiarity of this machine is represented by a
patented multifunctional single group, which has the
advantage to be equipped with a blade of up to 1000
mm diameter and a 5-axis group with tool changer
able to carry tools of big dimension. The blade and
the 5-axis group have a self-excluding function, which
minimizes their footprint. The new rim tool holding
magazine is provided with 8 tool positions. The fast
tools interchange between the electro spindle and the
magazine occurs by means of displacement of the
entire magazine operated by a pneumatic device,
most of the times in masked time.
Among the machines exhibited during the open house
we noticed two "well-known" solutions we have already
presented in our Xylon International issues. We are
talking about “Techno One” and “Techno Turn” series.
“Techno One” is a working centre with fixed portal
frame and interpolating 5-axis milling head. The machine is able to execute all planned operations on the
beam, and it offers the possibility to execute new
processes without the need to install additional aggregates. “Techno One” has a tool magazine with 9
tool positions installed on one side of the portal frame,

while on the opposite side there is another tool magazine with 2 positions. A newly designed safety protection according to the Ec standards reduces
noise and dust emissions.
“Techno Turn” is a patented cnc working centre with
7 continuous interpolating axes and a fixed portal
frame. The innovative “Turn” milling head allows to
mill and cut all the 6 beam faces without turning the
workpiece.
Among the new solutions presented at the event, it
is worth mentioning the latest evolution of "Gantry"
5-axis working center, suitable for the processing of
curved elements like chairs, furniture parts, thermoformed pieces and models.
Product quality is always the key asset Essetre wants
to leverage in order to conquer the market in the medium term. In such a delicate situation for the construction industry, with fluctuations on a daily basis,
it was important to listen to the point of view of Gianni
Sella, the owner of the company, about the current
situation of the industry and short-term developments.
“Our machines have big dimensions, they are addressed to big companies and they are designed to
ensure multiple machining for both serial production
and single batches”, he says, focusing on the flexibility of the machine, which can meet the most different requirements of final users. In this respect,
"Techno One" working center has all the necessary
features to be competitive in the domestic and foreign markets.
“Talking about competitiveness – the owner continues – it is important to gain the customer’s trust though
constant relationship and information exchange, being aware that post-sales service represents one of
the key-points on which the Italian industry can obtain a competitive edge, especially compared to Chinese manufacturers”.

“Techno Turn”.

“Gantry”.

Gianni Sella pointed out how the cost-effectiveness
for his customers is not only provided by product quality in relation to the price, but also by the lower use
of manpower in terms of working hours. This leads
to significant cost savings as to operating costs.
In a market characterized by changes of situation and
purchase behavior, it is important to consider the potential scenarios for the future and, above all, the
strategies a company can implement to survive in a
context where production capacity exceeds demand.
Talking about Essetre, Gianni Sella concludes: “We
have strengthened the marketing area in order to
enhance and increase sales abroad; up to now, we
have only exhibited our products in foreign countries, but we have never succeeded in establishing a solid presence in a foreign market, and this
represent our short-term challenge; our company
produces high quality machines – though for a
niche market – and we are sure we can find our
space in the global market”.
by Carlo Alberto Strada ■
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and have an efficient service network, capable of meeting customer requirements at any time.

LOOKING EAST...
With 30-year history and the determination
to keep growing on the markets
of Eastern Europe, Koimpex promotes
made-in-Italy woodworking technology
by focusing on import-export
and a local service network. But...

Goran Kocman,
Koimpex
Vicepresident
and President
of the football team
Kras of Repen.

...but the reason why we decided to visit Opicina,
near Trieste, and meet Goran Kocman, Vicepresident of the Board, was totally different.
The reason was football, and specifically Kras
of Repen, a respected team that plays in the D
league, with a peculiarity we were told by Christian Salvador, an active sponsor of the team, which
aroused our interest: it can be called “the football team
of woodworking technology”, because it is supported with sponsorships by several companies of our industry. But let's start from the beginning. Koimpex,
founded in 1981 in Opicina near Trieste, has always
been working to build a bridge between the big brands
of “made in Italy”, manufacturers of wood and metal working technology, and Eastern Europe. In detail,
Kowood specializes in wood technology and is currently the core business of the company, accounting
for 95 percent of delivered equipment. Koimpex, employing some sixty people, is a reliable partner for the
whole of Eastern Europe, with representative offices
in Sezana in Slovenia, Zagreb in Croatia, Skopje in
Macedonia, Minsk in Belarus, and then Moscow, Yekaterinburg, Saint Petersburg and Sochi, all in Russia).
A widespread and articulated sales organization supporting many Italian brands to acquire market shares
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To conquer the markets of Balkans and Eastern Europe, an export agency has worked better than a local network of distributors or importers, as it seems...
“Yes, this is the organization we have created, with
a central office in Italy in Opicina with 20 employees, an office in Minsk with 13 people including managers, secretaries and 6 installation engineers, an office in Moscow with 15 people, plus
a representative office in Saint Petersburg. We deal
with virtually all sorts of equipment: from dryers to
machining centers, there are very few operations
that require the direct involvement of the manufacturers’ engineers, basically for big plants. From
the moment a machine leaves the factory until its
dismissal, we follow it throughout its lifecycle for at
least 80 percent of the required operations”.
Do you work with many leading Italian suppliers of
woodworking technology and you cover the entire
supply chain. Which are the problems?
“Compared to the past, it’s all more complicated, because competition is increasing: once we were the
only distributors in business, now there are also local distributors. Talking about service, we have to
handle a market burdened by bureaucracy and customs. The big brands decide to rely on our technical intermediation and consulting services, because we cover all the regions directly and we establish a collaboration relationship to increase the
number of customers and contacts. We cooperate
not only with Italian, but also with European manufacturers, from Austria to Spain.
We analyze the requirements of prospects, we order the machines, we pay for them and we handle all export procedures: we are not partners, actually, but real customers for manufacturers, and
as I said, we rely on their engineers only for large,

complex lines. We must say that, on the whole, the
knowledge of woodworking operations and technology has improved also in these regions, and traditional machines are less and less requested: it's
time for machining centers, advanced machines
that change the way of working”.
How is it going in Eastern Europe from your perspective?
“It’s an area where there is still a lot to do and where
German competition is very strong. Although their
technology and ours are equivalent in these countries, there is still an idea that German machinery
is one step ahead, so we have to work to get rid
of this cliché. And don’t forget competition from China and Taiwan! Anyway, we are fully satisfied with
the interesting prospects offered by Eastern Europe:
we are now well-rooted, we speak their own language, and this is essential to establish a direct relationship. The same applies for former Yugoslavia,
where we have an edge based on our perfect
knowledge of Slovenian".

KRAS OF REPEN
And amid of this, you had the idea to associate your
name to football...
“It’s a family tradition: after sponsoring a volleyball team
in B1 and B2 league, we moved to football, one of
my greatest passions. We chose to support Kras of
Repen, a small village with 450 inhabitants in the municipality of Monrupino, a few kilometers from Trieste.
I took up the role of sports manager and, in six years,
we climbed up from lower categories to the D league.
This year we are playing teams like Venice and Treviso. It’s a great result for a village with 450 people
and the smallest football team in the Italian Serie D.
Our players work during the day and play at night with
just a reimbursement of expenses: we have involved
other companies we work with in this adventure, they
sponsor the team and we hang out their banners. Our

team includes athletes from 5 to 30 years old, and
in the top team we are forced to have at least four kids
aged 17 to 18. This is a great human experience in
a border region, with Italian and Slovenian boys playing together. A nice story we are proud of...”.
If you take a quick look at the banners surrounding
the football court, you understand immediately why
Kras of Repen may be called the “woodworking machinery team”. There are plenty of anecdotes to tell,
like Sergej Aleinikov, the former Juventus player from
Belarus, training the team for one year. “He lives in
Lecce – says Goran Kocman – and I met him through
a door manufacturer who is a friend of mine. He
helped me with our business in Belarus, because
when I said he was our trainer, everyone was more
interested in what I had to say! After all, we are talking about a player who was elected Belarus all-time
best footballer. It is not just a bed of roses, of course:
being a football team manager takes time and dedication, especially if you move up one category each
year, up to Serie D. We had to change many things,
including the expansion of our stadium and the renovation of changing rooms and grandstands. In six
years, we got four promotions, a success that was
supported by the availability of additional investments,
the possibility to select good players, organization
and the enthusiasm of this small village, who supports us stronger and stronger every year.
And obviously, the support of woodworking machinery
manufacturers!”. (l.r.) ■
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FURNITURE FOR BOATS,
BETWEEN STYLE AND TECHNOLOGY

Inside a Ferretti boat. The furniture was made by Diesse.

The production of Diesse Arredamenti in Forlì, a Ferretti Group company,
where “high technology and high quality”.

Created in 1989 as a small company for the production of custom furniture, Forlì-based Diesse
Arredamenti has been growing rapidly over the years,
until the incorporation into Ferretti Group in 2002.
“The transition from supplier to partner – says Paolo Ravaglioli, managing director of Diesse Arredamenti – was a reason for great satisfaction and
recognition for us, as well as an opportunity for professional growth. The shipbuilding industry has always been our core industry and it is easy to understand that the interest and trust of Ferretti Group
have driven us to reorganize our production
processes for maximum efficiency and best quality of finished product”.
Briefly stated, this is the mission of Diesse Arredamenti, a company that has found its place in the
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shipbuilding industry through the constant search
for innovative furnishing solutions in terms of ergonomics, design and customization, in line with
the latest market trends. An ambitious philosophy
that Diesse Arredamenti perfectly lives up to. “As
a result of constant commitment to the development
of our design department, where a team of qualified engineers work with operating systems of the
latest generation – continues Paolo Ravaglioli – we
have acquired remarkable know-how, enabling us
to provide the most diverse solutions for boats up
to one hundred feet”.
The company, with two operating sites covering
a total area of 7 thousand square meters, has a
very diversified offer: from the series production
of details, fenders, washboards, stringers and

shaped solid parts with variable section, up to prototypes of boat components, such as bridges, air
intakes, mooring and hatches. “Inside our factories – explains Ravaglioli – we carry out working
cycles that complete the entire production flow:
starting from life-size mockups, we can make preseries production and then deliver the final products, also in small volumes”.

AD HOC SOLUTIONS
Such result is allowed not only by a lean and efficient organization, where the design department
works elbow to elbow with Ayt (Advanced Yacht
technology), the Ferretti Group engineering division, but also by
Diesse Arredamenti’s
decision to use exclusively leading-edge operating systems and
Paolo Ravaglioli.
machinery.
“The complexity of constructions and ship furniture – underlines Ravaglioli – required sophisticated equipment to work with
maximum accuracy for each detail: Diesse Arredamenti has high-level technology and machinery,
very versatile and provided with powerful software
to generate tool paths and to program and execute very complex operations directly on all selected materials”.
Production starts from the technical office, which
creates the nesting schemes and defines the
destination of each boat part. All data is fed into the
Alphacam application interfaced with the numerical control machine, which cuts the panels according to the instructions received. “This type of
programming – continues Ravaglioli – offers
speed, high flexibility and remarkable cost reduction
in production, to the benefit of the competitiveness
of our finished product”.

and high-tech technological solutions. “These are
specific systems for cutting – continues Paolo
Ravaglioli – and the subsequent contouring and
drilling of panels that will be used for partition walls
and components, leveraging a technology that allows to label each part that leaves the machine. This
procedure is not common for a router and significantly streamlines the organization and execution
of working operations: once the original panel has
been loaded into the machines (an operation carried out automatically at Diesse Arredamenti using
dedicated automation systems), all outgoing parts
are identified by an automatic labeling system controlled via software from the initial design stage.
Each label contains information about the destination and type of machining operations that the
workpiece will undergo until final assembling.
This is definitely another added value because, besides minimizing the risk of errors, it provides for
unprecedented flexibility, allowing to handle several orders simultaneously. With this system, we can

THE ELEMENT
THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
The added value of Diesse Arredamenti is not limited to the remote management of NC machinery
– a relatively common procedure in this industry –
but also extends to the entire production process.
To get an idea, you just have to call in at the factory, where two routers by Scm Group, Scm
“Record 240” and Scm “Routomat 2P” witness to
Diesse Arredamenti’s great attention for innovative

“Scm Record 240” with vacuum cup bars.
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even manage the storage and shipping operations
for finished products”.
Ravaglioli goes on with the description of some advanced machines installed in the Forlì site: after listing the benefits of “Planet” by Morbidelli, “a special machine for panel and edge processing that
can shape, drill and edgeband a panel in one cycle”, he shows “Pk 60”, a five-axis router from Cms
in Zogno (Bergamo), which – according to Ravaglioli - has allowed the company to make a quality
leap. “This five-axis router – says the Diesse
Arredamenti managing director – has allowed to automate many operations that were carried out manually, and so we have accelerated total cycle time.
With Pk 60 we have also acquired skills we did not
have, so that now we handle internally new types
of operations that we used to outsource in the past”.

ALL-ROUND QUALITY
The optimization of working rates is guaranteed also
in case of unexpected failure or malfunction of production equipment, thanks to the after-sales customer service that Scm Group offers to customers.
“The quality of machines is complemented by quick
and efficient support – underlines Paolo Ravaglioli – with quick intervention by the Scm Group engineers in case of equipment malfunctions or for

the replacement of defective parts. So, idle times
are minimized, with clear benefits in terms of cost
efficiency of our job.”
This positive picture is completed by the remote
service deployed by Scm Group to reduce waiting
times even further. In case of problems, a service
team carries out verification and control operations
remotely, in order to troubleshoot any problem. Attention to customers is a distinctive element of the
policy of Scm Group, which - after selling machines
- delivers training services with two different modules: one in their own premises, to deliver basic instructions for equipment operation and management; the other onsite, for advanced training. The
use of leading-edge technology ensures that Scm
Group machines are easy to use.
“Another benefit of Scm Group machines – says
Paolo Ravaglioli – is that, over the years, the company has really simplified programming and operation. So we have accelerated production and
increased our flexibility in work organization. in the
past it might even take one day to setup a machine
for large batches of identical parts, now you have
to be ready to make very small quantities of all different pieces." If machine programming requested a lot of time and resources, this would be inconceivable. “The PC interface adopted by Scm
Group – says Ravaglioli – streamline the work of operators for programming, operation and job status
control: theoretically, you can handle everything
from an office and the engineers only needs to load
the program and supervise that everything goes
smoothly". ■

“Cms PK60”,
5-axis machining
center to process
panels and
curved parts.
Left: machined
parts ready
for assembling.
Notice the barcode
labels that identify
each part.
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LEGNOLUCE,
AN ADVENTURE
WITH WOOD!
When we think about the many people we have met
in our job, there are a few that emerge from the mists
of so many words, so many faces, so many stories
we have come across for few hours. One of these
people is Carlo Frucco, owner of Legnoluce. The
first time we were referred to him by Friulmac's Marco Novello. By the way, let us give a great hug to
Marco, a very modest and vital person, and all the
best for the difficult moment he is going through and
the battle he will soon win! Actually, Marco Novello himself brought and introduced us to him. On his
endless quest for new opportunities, Frucco had

asked Friulmac to build an excellent plant, a solution to automate the production of wooden houses.
Our story started from that visit, from that plant that
helped Legnoluce make a huge leap forward and
become one of the most effective and proactive
partners in the reconstruction of Abruzzo after the
earthquake.
But let’s start from the beginning. The Legnoluce
story (18 million Euro revenues in 2010) began in
1992 from very different situations which, ultimately, led Carlo Frucco to find an answer to a peculiar market request, namely outdoor lighting fixtures made of treated wood, to be installed in parks
and public green areas (that’s the origin of the company’s name!). Frucco pondered and found a solution, getting close to his final destiny: wood.
The idea was successful and a few years later it was
included in the Castorama catalog: figures expanded and lamps were completed with flower pots,
edgings and decorations based on a modular system. That’s it: wood became his new mission.
In 1999, the new Majano site was opened to support the growth of Legnoluce. The new premises

A long adventure with wood, an almost casual relationship that has become
the key to create ever new opportunities, to make business with a touch
of creativity... Here’s the story of Carlo Frucco, owner of Friuli-based Legnoluce.
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Some pictures of the Legnoluce project in Abruzzo.

were large enough to store products and to install
machinery and equipment to improve and increase production. The next step was almost obvious. The company started the production of Blockhouse constructions based on modular elements,
mainly designed for emergency (the earthquakes
in Molise and Abruzzo have been a dramatic but
significant experience) or for more “pleasant” applications like tourist and holiday resorts.
In 2003, a new business was added to the Majano
production site, which currently covers 30 thousand
square meters (6 thousand indoors) and employs

thirty people: near Ho Chi Minh City, in Vietnam, Levico-Legnoluce Vietnam Ltd was established to
transfer and expand the production of outdoor furniture and components.
More recently, the third production site has been
created in Percoto di Pavia, near Udine, where the
production line for Bilam wooden houses has
been installed.

“Vietnam was a turning point in our history”, says
Frucco with his typical contagious spirit. “We had
the opportunity to know that country and we real-
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ized it would have been very interesting to decentralize our production. Within few years we have
established our own production site, which currently
employs 250 workers and manufactures virtually
everything related to outdoor furniture. We have a
very rich and articulated catalog, we collaborate
with big retail chains around the world, often producing specific lines and exclusive collections for
them. A rewarding but very complicated job, because before we can launch an order of a few
dozen thousand pieces to be sold in retail stores
all over the world, we carry out intensive design
work and accurate analysis of production methods,
quality warranty, product durability and raw materials. Making business with these giants, such as
Leroy Merlin to mention one, means working to their
schemes and meeting their high standards. We
have now a very rich collection for different categories of customers, from “first price” to design
items made of valuable materials like acacia and

teak. In Vietnam we also process pine and black
locust, whereby the latter probably deserves
more attention…”
Well, actually, black locust is considered a sort of
”weeds”, good for firewood rather than for the production of outdoor furniture...
“You’re right, but today we take heaps of black locust to Vietnam and turn them into high-quality
chairs, benches, tables and complements. If you
know how to process it and its physical and mechanical properties, you can make the best of it, creating products that are nice to see and offer extraordinary performance, because this wood is very
tough and ideal for outdoor applications. Just think
that every year, to give you an idea, we ship about
300 containers of finished furniture from Vietnam”.
But let’s go back to black locust...
“…too often it is considered good for firewood, as
I said. Instead, it can be a valuable resource for the
Italian woodworking market, if we only had an effective forest policy and the capacity to identify the
most promising applications; the use of black locust
might grow and extend to new areas in Italy and
worldwide. We are talking about a plant that is not
cultivated, and still, just to make an example, at least
100 thousand cubic meters are cut only in Lombardy; these could be the start of a value chain.
We are very interested in exploiting this resource
and organizing a small supply chain that starts from
the forest and, through the installation of a sawmill,
can process the raw material into short pieces to
be shipped to our factory in Vietnam as semifinished
materials suitable for our production cycles.
We have been planning this for a long time and
we have informed the competent authorities
about our readiness to invest, collaborating with forest
companies, consortiums and
regional parks to add value to
this plant, and build local
plants where necessary”.
Mr. Frucco, apart from Vietnam, black locust and outdoor
furniture, wooden houses have
been giving great satisfaction to
Legnoluce for some time now.
“Sure. We have been very
busy recently with recon-
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struction after the Abruzzo earthquake. In some municipalities in that
area we have installed 220 Maps,
two-story temporary housing modules
in different dimensions, from 40 to 70
square meters. All in record time, as requested by the situation: two months
in the building site, plus few weeks to
prepare the elements to be assembled.
I must say that, if we had not made a
significant investment in Friulmac technology to acquire a highly automated plant for the
production of houses with 300 unit per month capacity, we wouldn't have managed.
This was a real turning point for us, especially for
our personal growth and experience: what we
have seen and lived in Abruzzo will always be a
part of us... and it was a key stage for our industrial
organization, which has taken a new direction".
Are you saying there will be more houses in your
future?
“Yes, I expect an expansion of this business.
We will keep investing resources and energies in
our Percoto factory, leveraging the experience we
have acquire in L’Aquila and after the Molise earthquake in 2001, where we built the “Friuli Village”.
Now we are working at less dramatic projects, constructions in New Caledonia, South Pacific and
Africa, namely Togo, where wooden houses are in
high demand.
The prefab system simplifies transport and makes
it easier and quicker to assemble and erect the
houses onsite”.

How did you realize that wooden houses were an
interesting market?
“Wooden houses and garden sheds have been a
significant part of our business for some time now.
The Friulmac plant has boosted productivity for both
items and ensures very short cycle time. Now we
offer “finished houses ready to be shipped and assembled”, rather than structures for third parties.
For the Friuli Village in San Giuliano di Puglia, we
were requested to build 300 houses in three
months; we mounted the first one in eight days, including bathroom and kitchen. We have also delivered 20 houses to Venezuela and signed a contract for two thousand units for favela people; this
order is still "pending", but it indicates that there is
room for growth and we have to invest in innovative technology... If we had not industrialized our
process, we wouldn't have grown at the same rates.
We have realized it works, it is a valuable project
and we have no more limits... I am sure the future
of wood around the world will no longer be in furniture, but rather in houses and constructions: we
will see great things!”. (l.r.) ■
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COMPANIES

Some pictures of “Nuova Bulleri Brevetti” in Cascina (Pisa).

Saving the heritage
of a historical company
in Italian technology
production. About thirty
employees have decided
to have a try.
That is how the new challenge
has started.
We have talked about it
with Alberto Bulleri,
the President of the
newly-founded organization.

NUOVA BULLERI BREVETTI,
THE START-UP OF THE COOPERATIVE

Alberto Bulleri.

The very beginning of this story – or, at least, part
of the story we want to focus on – dates back to last
July 12, when the cooperative association “Nuova
Bulleri Brevetti società cooperativa spa” was
founded by the former employees of Bulleri Brevetti of the Sicar Group.
It is easy to imagine the previous chapters: the crisis hit strongly and it was not easy to withstand the
turmoil. Bulleri – the company founded in Cascina in
1935 by Alberto Bulleri – was experiencing a really
difficult situation and it decided to change direction.
For the first time in our industry – at least as far as
we know – employees decided to take matters into
their own hands, trying to avoid the death of such
a glorious company.
Twenty-seven of them decided to start “self-management”: they founded a cooperative association
all together. They invested 150 Euros each, but ten
of them – the core of the new company,
without which it would be impossible to
start again – invested 10,000 Euros
and opened the doors of Nuova Bulleri
Brevetti. They paved the way to allow the
re-employment of all their colleagues.
“With a capital stock of 105,000 Euros –
says Alberto Bulleri, the grandchild of
the founder and President of the company
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– we launched ourselves headlong into this undertaking: we took over the premises of a sawmill that
had closed, we moved in and we renovated the
whole facility with our hands.
The goal is the production of Nc working centers
for panel machining and machines for the production of doors and windows. Without neglecting
special machines, that have always been the ace
in the hole of Bulleri”.
A story that Alberto Bulleri knows well, a familyrun company that was sold at a certain point. Alberto was the only Bulleri still involved in the project as sales manager. Then everything changed,
the situation deteriorated and they decided to start
a cooperation.

“We have just started – continues Bulleri – but we
have clear ideas: we have developed a very detailed industrial plan and we expect to reach a
turnover of two million Euros already in 2010. We
have already sold some working centers to Spain:
on one side, we operate to reorganize ourselves,
to buy machines and technology we use to produce, on the other side we have already started to
produce on the basis of our experience. During
these months, for example, we buy steel profiles,

we cut and weld them in order to produce the
frames of our machines. Some operations are carried out outside the company, waiting to have everything we need in-house. We work, we move, we establish relationships…”.
“We had to have a try and save Bulleri”, he adds.
“The cooperative association formula was the best
solution for us and we decided to begin our adventure, arousing great attention from the people
around us. We found several supporters on our way.
We could even buy all assets of the company and
re-enter the same premises, using the same machines and plants we had always worked on, but
the company preferred to take new directions, although we are not excluding we might obtain the
same results through the auction that has not been
scheduled, yet”.
This delay somehow penalizes new entrepreneurs,
because everything would be much easier if...
“Well, we have not been sitting on our hands meanwhile,” continues the president of the cooperative
association. “We have been working night and day
to fix the hall and, at the same time, to redesign our
machines, restart production, establish contacts with
customers, restore customer service operations!”.
How has the market reacted?
“Bulleri is a brand that needs no presentation”, continues Alberto Bulleri. “We were one of the first companies – maybe the first one – to connect a controller
to a milling machine, creating the first working center for wood processing back in 1968. We had to
face the strong crisis that has hit our industry. A crisis that has affected everybody, with no exception,
and today we are here because we are convinced
that we still have a lot to say. Thanks to the choice
we have made, our determination to go on has
aroused solidarity and approval. Trust and support
are strongly perceived by the company.
This has helped us with our first steps and we can
now look at the future with optimism and with specific projects, such as the agreement we are signing in Spain – a country where Bulleri has always
been operating – creating a company for technical
assistance. And we are establishing relationships
in industries that are traditionally close to our activity: shipbuilding, caravans, aluminum, plastic and
composite materials. We want to make everything
in-house, becoming a real representative of “made
in Italy”, because we cannot just decentralize, this

cannot be the only possible answer. We want to invest in automation, high technology for the production of quality solutions, while controlling costs.
And there is another certainty that makes us
stronger: we must restore work as the core activity of the company.
This crisis has made us understand that some "superstructures" are useless, smoke in the eyes that
generate useless costs for companies. We want to
do this, so that Bulleri can re-employ all those who
had been working here until a few months ago, and
we are sure we can make it!”. (l.r.) ■
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FINISHING

ECODESIGN, CONTRACT AND SHIPBUILDING

THE CHALLENGE HAS STARTED
From design to contract, up to shipbuilding: these
are the latest steps of the evolution of Tabu,
based in Cantù, near Como. An evolution between
innovation and sustainable research in the field of
natural veneer of all species, natural dyed veneer,
multilaminar wood, prefinished decorations, sliced
veneer and solid wood, wood edges, floorings and
wood coatings.
Since 1927, the year of foundation, the steering bar
has been firmly held by the Tagliabue family.
Achille is the patriarch, who replaced furniture painting with veneering, while enhancing the final quality and durability over time.
This was the beginning of a journey that has led
Tabu to the conquest of the Italian and global market. From the headquarters in Brianza, with 180 employees working in a 70 thousand square meter site,

products are exported to 60 countries around the
world, with a process that encompasses the entire
supply chain from log to finished veneer, using Fsccertified raw material (the Fsc label identifies
products made of wood from forests managed responsibly according to strict environmental and social-economic standards).
Projects where Tabu has been involved as major
supplier include Armani Hotel in Dubai, Park Hyatt in Shanghai and Mgm City Center in Las Vegas,
where the ecologic multilaminar veneer “Ecozero”
was used. While natural dyed veneer is being rediscovered after the booming success of multilaminar wood in 2007/2008, the best prospects for
Tabu are contract and boats, as explained by company representatives during the press conference at Sicam in Pordenone.

The new product lines from Tabu, based in the heart of Brianza,
combine creative research and eco-sustainability. But the real challenge
is to expand their application to new strategic market segments,
from large contract supplies for hotels and shopping malls, to luxury boats.
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ECOLOGY AND FLEXIBILITY
For Tabu, sustainability is a strong point not only for
manufacturing operations and raw materials, but also
for processing technology and water cleaning systems in production. The Cantù site is equipped with
a sewage cleaning plant and ozonization systems for
the purification of discharge water. The colorants employed to dye wood are purchased from selected producers who comply with the applicable environmental
and toxicity laws and regulations, while raw materials are taken from reforestation areas duly controlled
by local authorities. In detail, the public enemy number one for the manufacturers of components, systems, products and semifinished materials for the furniture industry is formaldehyde, classified as carcinogen by Iarc (International Agency for Research
on Cancer). As stressed in Pordenone, Tabu is committed to the search of alternative solutions for the production of products with no formaldehyde emissions.
The most recent result in this area is called “Ecozero”, a new family of multilaminar veneer made with
100 percent Fsc
“Pure” wood and
patented formaldehyde-free glue, suitable for the construction of buildings
that comply with the
Leed (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) environmental certification standard. The
family includes eight
multilaminar veneer
types: Noce Harmattan Flat Cut, Zebrano Fohn Quarter Cut, Ebano Reshabar Quarter Cut, Grigio Bora
Quarter Cut, Grigio Chinook Quarter Cut, Wengè Ghibli Quarter Cut, Teak Khamsin Quarter Cut and Palma Meltemi Quarter Cut.
Manufacturing flexibility is the other key value of
Tabu’s activity. Production also includes “Tailor
Made” wooden floors, a flexible system that meets
the requirements of designers and contractors with
an endless selection based on eight shades from catalog that can be combined with eight veneer types,
to create complete interior decoration schemes, from
walls to furniture to doors. The initial raw material is
Lati, coming from Africa, which Tabu processes into
eight different variants called Lati Brera, Lati SoHo,
Lati Pudong, Lati Black, Lati Macchiato, Lati Caramel,

Lati Chocolate and Lati Moka, available in four different finishes: Natural (sanded), Opaque (5 gloss)
Classic (20/25 gloss) and Vintage (40/45 gloss) and
two surface types, smooth or brushed.

TARGET SHIPBUILDING
To expand the business scope and increase innovation, the Tagliabue family is focusing on hotel contract and shopping malls, as well as the shipbuilding industry, from cruisers to yachts: this is the new
land of opportunity for Tabu. These industries require
very high finishing quality, easy maintenance and high
durability, in compliance with strict standards. For
boats specifically, the company offers Hpl laminates
(high-pressure laminates), prefinished materials featuring a real wood surface and very high performance
in terms of wear resistance and safety, first of all low
toxicity in case of fire. Introduced this year, real wood
Hpl is addressed to the boat industry and certified
to Imo (International Maritime Organization) standards
and to the Marine Directive 96/98/Ec, which regulates
the equipment and safety devices of any boat bearing a European Union flag. The logo that distinguishes
these products within the company’s range represents
a small rudder wheel, the symbol of the main destination market. Italy is the leader in naval contract and,
with its Hpl F1 with high fireproof protection, Tabu is
poised to conquer a significant market share in Italy
and worldwide. Tabu’s Hpl product range is basically
as wide as the veneer catalog, with over 500
species and colors and the possibility to provide customer-specific inlays and designs. Surface finishing
include waxed, glossy and matte, in the typical sizes
of Hpl: 2800x1300 millimeters and 3050x1300 millimeters, with 1.1 millimeter thickness. ■

“Ecozero” by Tabu
in the Zebrano
Fohn Quarter Cut
variant.

Prefinished flooring
“Tailor Made”
by Tabu in the
Lati Soho version:
application in an
apparel showroom
in Riga, Latvia.
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DESIGN
AND KITCHEN:
THE STARS
IN COLOGNE
Double date in January with Imm Cologne,
the international furniture
and design show, and “LivingKitchen”,
the event-exhibition entirely dedicated
to kitchens, household appliances
and accessories.
It’s all ready for the 2011 edition of Imm Cologne, the
international design show to be held at the Cologne
Fair from 18 to 23 January. The "main course” will be
the kitchen, the room that will deliver the furniture industry's strong answer to the global crisis. The eternal, stimulating heads-up with I Saloni in Milan will continue also next years, with the presentation of the best
of furniture and accessories, and above all, the most
innovative trends in the market and in consumer tastes
and preferences. Spotlights will be cast on specific
exhibition areas: “Pure”, dedicated to global design
excellence; “Pure Village”, the innovative exhibition
concept launched by the previous edition and replicated in 2011 with a strongly emotional proposal; and
“Pure Textile”, introducing the most innovative and performing fabrics for interior decorations. “LivingKitchen”
will be a selected showcase of contemporary kitchen
environments. Waiting to take a biennial frequency,
“LivingKitchen” will be held again concurrently with
Imm Cologne, emerging as the top event for the
kitchen and household appliance industry.
Addressing industry operators and final customers
(about 130 thousand visitors are expected at both
shows), “LivingKitchen” will cover an exhibition area
in excess of 40 thousand square meters in three halls,
hosting some 150 exhibitors: these figures reflect the
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leading role of German manufacturers of furniture and
household appliances, plus sinks, taps, laminated
worktops, lighting equipment and accessories. With
a 30 percent share of foreign exhibitors, the event has
a strong attraction worldwide. Conquering the global market with a strong commercial proposal is one
of the key goals of “LivingKitchen”, starting from the
German market, where over one half of existing
kitchens (more than 10 million units) are older than
15 years, and the contract industry offers interesting
perspectives for the coming years. These are all excellent reasons to take a close look at the German
market and its developments on the international scenario. “LivingKitchen” is attracting many Italian companies, which will visit the show to decide whether
to participate in 2013; this would create a GermanItalian tandem, a collaboration between Cologne and
Milan, to the benefit of the kitchen industry as a whole
and the creation of effective platforms for the growth
of this industry on a global scale.
The quality and quantity of visitors is another key factor for the success of any exhibition. The target audience will be address with a specific communication strategy based on two ad-hoc initiatives: first, encouraging exhibitors to invite their buyers and
prospects to visit Imm Cologne and "LivingKitchen",
especially from Central Europe; second, address visitors from overseas by leveraging the tools of press
and communications, advertising and direct marketing, to guarantee the coverage of both events in
approximately 70 countries around the world.

DESIGN HALFWAY
BETWEEN AUSTERITY
AND FANTASY
Design research is revolving around
two concepts: sustainability and product
quality. It’s the symbol of the return to a
solid and concrete approach, also from
an ethical point of view, after the pressure
of the economic crisis, without giving up
creativity and playful colors, shapes
and materials. This message will be repeated strongly at Imm which, with the
publication of Trendbook 2011 – previewed for the international press in Istanbul last September – defines, suggests and reports the main trends of the
upcoming season of international design.

Imm Cologne will present the four key trends
of design, looking for a way out of the crisis:
the ingredients are simplicity, sobriety,
and much fantasy to rediscover the pleasure
of a "personal" furnishing item.

Just like seven years ago, Imm Cologne
entrusted the creation of a map of current trends to a committee of international
experts, designers, architects and editors: this year, the members were designers Patricia Urquiola (Milan), Defne
Koz (Chicago/ Milan/Ankara) and Harald Gründl (Eoos, Vienna), fabric design
specialist Martin Leuthold (Jakob
Schlaepfer, Sankt Gallen) and journalist
Marco Velardi (“Apartamento”, Milan/Barcelona).
The objective analysis of a team of experts must be combined with the sensi-

“EMOTIONAL AUSTERITY":
AS BITTERSWEET
AS DARK CHOCOLATE
With four key concepts – “Ancient High Tech”, “The
Ritual Creates the Form”, “Essentialism” and “Rearranging” – the “Emotional Austerity” trend focuses
on severity and essentialism, away from inessen-

tivity and preferences of consumers, who
are the real “judges” for the success of
a new design culture. Living quality and
a more intimate and individual approach
to furniture, made with sustainable materials and technology, are the predominant concepts of the four trends for 2011
(“Emotional Austerity”, “Surprising Empathy”, “Re-Balancing” and “Transforming Perspectives”), which translate
into the revisitation of traditional shapes
for new functions and contemporary
images: this is the key to look back again
at the future with optimism.

tial things. Simplicity and formal strictness are the
predominant features of furniture and furnishing accessories with minimal shapes: modernity is reinterpreted with new functions and integrated with
high technology. Colors and materials are taken from
nature and the big artistic movements of the 20th
century; leather, felt, wood and vegetal fibers are
combined with high-tech fabrics that
create velvet or quilt surfaces. The reference to nature and the environment is visible in the different shades
of green, from olive to musk, from pale
green to raw turquoise, fading from water green to smoky blue in a rocky
backdrop, without forgetting soft hues
from rosy to brown.

“SURPRISING
EMPATHY”:
WELCOME HOME
Lightness, linearity, balanced natural
and rich colors characterize the “Surprising Empathy” trend, built on the key
concept of “Awakening of the Senses”,
“Design as Research”, “Illusions of
Lightness” and “Hybrid Nature”. Furniture expresses the desire to find new
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spaces of research, based on innovative production processes and the use of intelligent materials:
a new world to explore through senses, that welcomes consumers in a cozy environment. Lightness is one of the dominant topics, together with
edgy and sharp shapes, with volumes reduced to
essential contours and 2D surfaces that take up
depth thanks to peculiar finishing like woven and
honeycomb structures. The key color is cold grey,
moving from ash grey through moleskin grey to
black, with highlights of lemon yellow and mandarin
orange.

“RE-BALANCING”:
LET’S FIX THE WORLD
A new order, starting from your own living space and
extending to a different vision of the world and life.
With the concepts of “Everyday Life Collection”, “Local Seasonal”, “Self Assembly” and “Permanent ReCreation”, the “Re-Balancing” trend brings the recreation of the living environment to the forefront.
The physical experience of wellness guides the
choices of consumers, who see furniture as a fixed
point in the globalized world. Traditional items of
country fairs and handicraft joiners, symbols of a
sustainable approach to technology and materials,
references to restore the balance between old and
new design, starting from the "small world" of living environments, even reinventing and assembling
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inhomogeneous
and strongly personal compositions. Natural materials are elastic
and soft like cork,
sheep skin, mohair wool and
horse hair. The
surfaces are knitted or woven, and
the soft approach
is repeated in colors, with warm
rhubarb red that
conveys a feeling
of heat and positive energy, combined with shades
like cream white, corn yellow and mild brown tones,
faded down to terracotta.

“TRANSFORMING
PERSPECTIVES”: SIMPLICITY
AND COMPLEXITY
Innovative creative routes, to the discovery of new
dimensions of living and dwelling, are the keys
of the “Transforming Perspectives” trend, based
on the concepts of “Nature as an Idea”, “Overmarketing”, “Stale Luxury” and “Ecostupidity”.
Consistently with the evolution of society, also design is looking for new spaces and roads to start
over again.
The object is a formidable vehicle for the communication of an idea and blurs the line that separates it from art: when the old world falls in ruin,
new experimentation areas open up for archaic
shapes, rediscovery of out-fashioned luxury,
taste for caricature, provocation. Glossy or matt surfaces are made from expanded metals, composite
mineral materials, glass and
metal fabrics, tough plastic
materials, but also changing
materials with visual effects
and mesh or grid structures.
The colors are dark plum
blue, as background to artificial lavender and greyblue with violet shades, lit by
caramel highlights with metallized brown details. ■
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ABET LAMINATI

TRAMONTINA

NATURAL TOUCH

THERMAL-TREATED WOOD

Abet Laminati (www.abet-laminati.it),
company manufacturing decorative
laminates based in Bra, near Cuneo,
is presenting the new collection
“Abet Wood”. The naturalness of
the wood surface, unique in its grains
and tactile sensations, is the new feature of the Abet laminate: it can be
used by designers who want to
recreate the warmth, fantasy and
variety of wood and, at the same time,
make the most of the excellent technical performances of the laminate by
Abet. Sweet tone on tone combinations and surprising contrasts characterize the 22 wood essences selected for the “Abet Wood” collection:
six of them are made of natural
wood, and sixteen are made of reconstituted wood. The new collection
combines the aesthetic features of
real wood with the technology of industrial production. The wood, laid
onto the surface layer of the laminate,
maintains its characteristics thanks to
a special treatment, thus fitting in
every environment. ■

Tramontina (www.tramontina.it) is a
young company with firm roots, based
in Maniago (Pordenone). Established
in 1924, and now having reached the
third family generation, they have always encouraged their customers to
discover something new.
After longstanding experience in trading
and drying hardwood
in traditional furnaces, Tramontina is pleased to present the first thermal treatment process for
wood in Italy.
Thermal treatment for
wood is a hi-tech process, applicable to any type of wood
species. It involves heating wood to a
temperature of 180-230°C to alter its
chemical-mechanical characteristics. In this way, a new material is obtained, with a color that can vary to suit
customer requirements.
100 percent environmentally friendly, non-hygroscopic, resistant to climatic changes and to insects, moulds
and fungi: thermally treated wood is
ideal for external uses such as
claddings and fascia boards, frames
and windows, garden furniture, urban
furnishings, decking and flooring, nautical uses, bathroom furnishings, tubs,
swimming pool edging, saunas etc.
With this process, less expensive
wood species also acquire the same
technical features as more prestigious
wood species such as Teak. The offer includes: “Thermoservice®”, highly specialized staff and next-generation equipment at customer’s service to thermally treat products and
“Thermotimber®”, unfinished and
semi-finished thermally treated planks
directly designed, produced and
distributed by Tramontina. ■
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ARESPAN BROCCA

TOPPI INTARSI

CAGNATO BRUNO

DECORATIVE PANELS

AUTHOR’S INLAYS

BEECH ELEMENTS

Arespan Brocca (www.arespanbrocca.it), based in Mombercelli
near Asti, is expanding its range of
high-quality wood panels, "dressing” them with decorative skins that
enhance the work of designers, stylists, interior decorators and architects.
Arespan Brocca panels offer light
weight, stability and quality that are
often overlooked by industry operators who rely on traditional and generic products. The product surface is
enhanced with the application of
decorative plastic laminates, with
extra-large sizes of 3,660x1,850 mm
to meet the requirements of industry
and small joiners with optimized dimensions.
The collection “Le origini 2011”,
available from selected retailers, offers
a coordinated program including
Hpl/Cpl laminates as well as melamine
papers, applied onto poplar stripped,
multilayer and particle panels, up to 60
mm thickness in standard or custom
sizes: eco-friendly products guaranteed by Fsc certification and entirely
made in Italy. ■

For over 30 years Cagnato Bruno
(www.cagnatobruno.it), company
based in Vajont (Pordenone), imports directly from the best producing areas: half-finished Beech elements, squares, strips, in standard
sizes or upon request. The elements
traded are selected for wood turning
industry, tables producers, chairs
and cots for babies, finger-joint panels producers, legs, feets, knobs

"We like making, as in dreams, inlays
that easy that you can't avoid them
and that elaborate that it is not possible to grab them". That is how
Alessandra Toppi, master intarsia,
synthesizes her studies about the art
end the technique of inlay. Administrator and consociate of the Toppi Intarsi snc (www.toppi.it), founded in
1961 by the master of arts Giuseppe
Toppi, with the help of professional
collaborators work the workshop located in Mariano Comense and rewarded in 2008 with the Artigiano Eccellente (Excellent Artisan Prize) by
the Lombardia Region.
The inlays are totally handmade
piece by piece, using both the
renowned and old inlay tecnique
and the modern laser cutting technlology. A really innovative system
that privileges eclectic sizes and
forms for customers that are every
day more exigent, competent and peculiar. The absolut protagonist is
wood, at will embellished and enriched by details that can be chosen
among a great and original variety of
possible materials like nacre, copper,
brass, bone, leather, wallpaper, cellulose acetate, ray leather and others.
Toppi Intarsi designes atmospheres,
it makes the new classic, the recent
contemporary in the author's inlay
area. ■
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and accessories for furniture and curtains, brush handles, houseware
items and generic Beech wood processing. In warehouses, all covered,
are kept more than 3,000 cubic meters of half-finished Beech Elements,
of different characteristics and different sizes, in order to fulfill as
quickly as possible each order or request. The warehouse is provided
also with Fsc certified elements
coming from sustainably managed
forests according to the principles
and criteria of the Forest Stewardship
Council A.c. ■

TABU

BELLOTTI

BASSO LEGNAMI

THE ENVIRONMENT FIRST

TWO BRAND NEW PANELS

EXPERIENCE AND QUALITY

Bellotti (www.bellottispa.com), company based in Cermenate, near
Como, presents two brand new door
panels: “Laridoor® Special” is a
special layering panel whose decorative outside is connected in such a
way as to maximise the "solid wood"
effect; two 180 mm vertical side
sheets frame the core with horizontal veining. This characteristic, typical in craftmanlike worked doors, allows to obtain unique covering results
in a very short time.
“Isodoor®” is a thermo-insulating
composite panel with monolithic
structure, specific for entrance door
manufacturing. Using cork or expanded/extruded polystyrene as thermal insulators, allows to reach the
transmittance values required by the
legislative decree no. 311. Furthermore the panel assures a good
soundproofing performance. Ready
to receive perimetric working for rebating and the manufacture of housings for seals and hardware. ■

Basso Legnami srl in Rovasenda,
near Vercelli (www.bassolegnami.com),
has been dealing with wood for 70
years. The company has acquired significant experience in the provisioning of the best woods from all over the
world and their transformation into
sawn wood, laminar timber for windows, sliced and peeled veneered,
parquet.
Okoume glulam for windows: Basso Legnami started to produce this
laminar wood in 2004 and has optimized its experience over time. Okoume is an excellent wood for window
construction. It doesn’t peel, it is
water repellent and highly durable;
when transformed to laminar wood,
it boasts high stability.

Tabu (www.tabu.it), company based
in Cantù, near Como, continues to focus on maintaining its position as
leaders in the international market
place and as a reference point for architects, designers and interior decorators in many fields. Tabu globally offers a wide range of natural veneers from a multitude of wood
species, pre-dyed veneers in a huge
variety of colours, multilaminar woods
(m.w.), pre-finished decors, solids,
edge-bandings, wooden floorings
and wall-coverings. The vast production capability can satisfy the
needs of any designer and has always been associated with its love
for wood with a continuing interest
and respect for the environment.
Considerable investment has been
made in systems which purify waste
waters and ensure the colourants
used to dye the wood are supplied by
the most reliable manufacturers. Only
those who respect the environment
and guarantee to abide by the laws
governing the levels of toxicity are
used. The supply of raw materials is
only considered from those areas
committed to re-forestation and are
regularly checked by the relevant authorities in the place of origin. ■

Three-layer prefinished aged Oak
parquets in large formats. This is a
product with a high artistic value. The
picture shows a sample of aged
wood “Petra”. ■
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STORI

CORBETTA F.LLI

GRUPPO SOGIMI

FORTY-YEAR EXPERIENCE

PASSION FOR WOOD

“TECNODECK” SYSTEM

The company Corbetta F.lli srl
(www.corbettaveneers.com) has been
developing the trade of veneers over
more than 50 years by purchasing the
logs straight from the European, American, African and Asian forests and
manufacturing them soon afterwards
by converting the logs into sheets of veneer; this whole process takes place
in the most modern shearing plants.
Only by selecting and shearing the
most suitable logs and only through accurate and strict check-up procedures performed by highly experienced and qualified staff, the company
has been able to guarantee the signs
of exclusivity, precision and differentiation to any of the veneers that have
been manufactured. The wide range
of products in stock and the strict classification according to their value, peculiarities, colours and lenght can
help fulfilling the requests of many different customers’ targets both for the
craftmen and the furniture industry.
Every single sheet of veneer involves
all the most exclusive items that can be
found in the market: all the products express various options in terms of
lengths, thicknesses (from 0.6 to 30
mm.) and quantities. Corbetta has always been a leading company in the
sales of veneer, in particular as far as
Red and Grey Elm, Alisier pearwood, and the most wanted african veneers are concerned. ■

“Tecnodeck®” by Gruppo Sogimi
(www.tecnodeck.it) is an innovative
system for “wpc” pavements, made
of wood and thermoplastic material.
The “Tecnodeck®” stave offers an alternative flooring solution to wood, extremely durable over time, with no
need of maintenance or surface
treatment and easy to clean: therefore
it’s the ideal product for indoor and

Company Stori from Suzzara, near
Mantova (www.stori.it), has 40-year
experience in the production of wood
items, finished and semifinished materials and veneered items for interior decorations. In addition, they also
manufacture doors for the industry
and retail. There are countless furniture accessories for interiors, designed for specializing retail and Diy
stores.
The constant availability of products
in the warehouse monitored by computers, as well as the sales network
distributed all over the Italian territory, allow to meet customer needs immediately.
Wood comes from sustainable management forests. ■
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outdoor flooring. It is a fully recyclable product obtained with a production process that uses wood wastes,
without affecting living forests. Resistant to failure and weather agents,
fungi and bacteria, it needs no maintenance with oils or immunizing
agents, it doesn’t splinter and it is resistant to humidity. Besides, it’s easy
to assemble using traditional tools for
natural wood items with non environmentally harmful components.
Distributed by the 13 companies of
Sogimi Group, “Tecnodeck®” is available in 2.5, 3 or 4 meters, (wide 140
mm, height 25 mm) staves in tropical
brown colour, sandy brown, colorado
and volcano black. ■

SM’ART

INNOVATIVE “MULTIPLA”

SURFACE MATERIALS

Curvati Fossati (www.dormidormi.it)
is a company based in Lissone (near
Monza), specializing in the production of laminar beech staves, in business since the Seventies.
In 1996, they introduced the “Dormi&Dormi” brand for wooden bed
bases, including fixed, manual and
motor-driven models, to provide customers with a complete range of
products.
“Multipla” is an innovative, motordriven base, unique in its kind: via a
remote control, it allows to adjust the
back/shoulder and leg/foot sections
independently of each other, increasing the number of combinations
and functions to meet specific needs
(for instance, motion sickness, elderly
people etc.).
The wooden structure and the accurate construction offer a product
with a nice and warm look, which fits
into home environments. ■

An innovative, glamorous, safe and
patented system to decorate shops,
bars, hotels, boats and houses. This
is the proposal by SM’art (www.s-mart.it), a young company manufacturing decorative panels for the furniture industry, based in Orbassano
near Turin.
Within the wide product range, “Onda
Hdf” is a high-density wood fiber coating ready to be painted or lacquered;
the panels can be assembled in any
quantity and their surface generates
peculiar visual effects that change according to lighting conditions and
viewing direction. Light effects are also
a key feature of “Melacore”, backlit
panels offering wonderful visual impact. The “Imagine Hpl” range allows
to customize high-pressure laminates
with any picture or image; the result
is a unique piece, almost a work of art,
with the properties and warranties of
an industrial and certified product.
Laminates “Spark”, “Frost” and
“Mica” have micro particle inclusions,
while the “Kuik” series offers over 16
thousand ready-to-deliver combinations. A highly adaptable range to create new and different substrates or to
laminate an existing material, applying self-adhesive bored sheets onto
any kind of surface. ■
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DE VECCHIO

SKEMA

FASEC

IDEA BECOMES REALITY

“ELEMEX” FLOORINGS

CUSTOM PRODUCTS

Falegnameria De Vecchio (www.devecchio.it) from San Quirino, near Pordenone, has been manufacturing
wood products and items for ten
years. The company has kept the
pace of industry evolution by constantly updating staff and technology, so that today their offer includes
innovative composite materials like
Corian, laminar wood-aluminum multilayer, and plastic polymers. Five numerical control machining centers are
used, to guarantee quality and accuracy in all operations, from cutting

to routing, from sanding to painting,
with different materials including
wood, plastics and composites. This
process is combined with accurate
controls at each stage using high-precision instruments.
An essential role is played by design,
which is the first stage for product development. Falegnameria De Vecchio
invests both in technological assets
and human resources. The company
has created innovative software for
product development, while its qualified engineers can turn any idea into
quality articles.
The pictures show just a few examples of finished products. ■

Warm, exclusive and elegant, made
using the most innovative production
and finishing technology: these are
the peculiarities of natural wood prefinished floorings by Skema (www.
skema.eu).
“Opera” and “Operetta” are two lines
of parquet offered in different formats,
species and finishes. A symphony of
vivid and modern colors with decorations ranging from pale to dark
tones, conceived to deliver strong
emotions and colorful impact.
“Elemex Opera” is a 3-layer largesize wooden floor (1860x189x15mm)
with grooves of four sides and micro
chamfering. The collection has been
extended with “Opera Mix”, an oak
flooring available in boards with three
different widths: 127–148 and 190 x
1900x15 mm.
“Elemex Operetta” is a prefinished
two-layer wooden flooring in small
strips, very beautiful and high quality. The board measures 1200x120x10
mm with grooves on four sides. The
boards are protected with five coats
of Uv oil paint.
For architects, interior designers and
decorators, Skema has created “Programma Live”: a project conceived for
unique and custom productions. The
wooden boards can be submitted to
special operations and treatment.
Each table is accurately selected,
processed and finished individually,
with exclusive hand-made operations. ■
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Since 1976, Fasec srl (www.fasec.eu),
based in Numana, near Ancona, has
been producing wooden cabinet
doors and components for kitchens
and furniture in general. The reference
market is Italy, but in the last decade
the company has also expanded
abroad, mainly in Ireland and the United Kingdom.
Furniture doors and other complements are made to customer design,
using solid wood, veneered particleboard/Mdf or lacquered Mdf. The
products are fully customized as to
materials, style, color and finishing
(classic, rustic or contemporary), often in collaboration with architects
and designers.
Flexible production equipment allows to optimize labor and working
cycles to deliver products with competitive prices and short lead time,
while ensuring efficient instrumental
and visual quality control in all stages.
An expert eye is still essential when
you have to check a natural raw material. The same quality standards are
requested to all suppliers and subcontractors.
With a focus on environmental impact,
the company has installed a modern
purification system for harmful substances and has obtained the Fsc
certification for the purchase of wood
from sustainable forests. ■

Examples of conventional furniture doors.

REHAU

FIERAMOSCA

PRUGGER

THE DECKING SYSTEM

“F-LINE ITALIA” PROGRAM

FOR MORE THAN 100 YEARS

“Relazzo” is Rehau’s (www.rehau.com)
innovative decking system featuring comfort, reliability and safety
thanks to the hi-tech material it is
made of. Rau-wood is a special
wood-based composite combining
eco-friendly polypropylene with wood
fibers from sustainable European
forestry. Offering a great stability,
the crushproof surfaces can stand
even extreme strains and are not affected by atmospheric agents and
weather conditions (geothermal resistance up to 60°C). The lack of fissures and splinters and the anti-slip
properties (classification R11-R12)
make the decking system an exceptionally safe and reliable solution.
Moreover, Rehau has released an interactive web platform (www.rehau.com/relazzo) where dealers, installers, architects and planners can
design detailed decking, calculate the
necessary material and manage customized estimate. ■

Fieramosca spa (www.fieramosca.it),
based in Agugliano, near Ancona, is
one of the Italian leading company in
kitchen doors and accessories field.
Since more than forty years their
strength points are innovation, flexibility and assistance.
In order to adapt his production to a
more and moree demanding and dynamic market, in 2010 introduced his
new standard program “F-Line Italia”.
This programme place a range of
models and accessories, inspired to
Italian furniture design, at customer’s
disposal ready for collection.
The prompt availability, the packaging and the wide range of models, ensure the practicalness and completeness of management for small
and middle supplies, maintaining
unchanged the standard quality of
their own products.
To specify that the plan of the entire
production system is turned to customer’s satisfaction and therefore to the
production of articles which respect as
much as possible the various exigencies, since 2009 Fieamosca has
been certified Iso 9001:2008, making
also formally its management assured in each part. ■

Company Candidus Prugger & C.
sas is just working for more than 100
years into the sector of timber production. Manufactured lumber with an
exceptional wood fiber coming from
upper Val Pusteria is produced in Valdaora (Bozen) on an area of 15.000
square meters.
The sales inventory is located in
Quistello (Mantova). Offered production ranges from visual used
lumber in different species like
Spruce, Larch, Pine, and other wood
types like Oak, Niangon and so on;
then structural used lumber like
square timber, slats, laminated timber;
building materials: formliner panels,
tongue and groove material, undersize boards, scaffold boards, roof
covering plates made of eternit and
screws. And also panels: phenol
panels, Osb, particle boards, check
plates; packaging material made of
Spruce and Larch and roofs and
structures on size made of laminated timber and massive wood, CE certificated.
For guarantying our clients that the
raw material used for the fabrication
and sales is not coming from illegal
cuttings, Prugger has obtained the
Pefc certification. ■
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PAGANONI

POLYREY

PL ABET GROUP

CARE FOR WOOD

WOOD FEELING

“VINTAGE” AND “COESO”

“Origine Premier” (OP) is the new Hpl
offer from Polyrey (www.polyrey.com).
It is composed of 27 wood decors and
4 solid patterns. A decorative choice
able to cover all the different nuances
and exigencies of design. “Origine
Premier” is about three main topics:
luxury and elegance, rough design,
classic modernity.
“OP” collection is a valid alternative
to veneer, and this thanks to its new
surfaces that give the aspect and tactility of the wood, joining the advantages of regularity and chromatic
stability of the Hpl.
Among the surfaces, we find: “Epimat”,which is “Epi” texture evolution,
with softer and more regular lines with
a low reflective quality; “Bati” with four
natural colours emulating rough cut
wood; “Extramat” texture explores the
tactile sensation, making the Hpl
sheet reminiscent of real wood in its
rustic state; “Grain”, a silkier, smoother
texture; “Brigh” the high resistance extra bright of Polyrey, for those who like
the beauty of highly lacquered woods.
For a perfect complementarity, the
“OP” textures are also available in
melamine. All collection is realizable
Imo certified and M1. ■

“Parqcolor Vintage”, one of 11 Parqcolor® flooring types offered by Pl
Abet Group based in Vertemate con
Minoprio, near Como (www.pl-abetgroup.it), with 20 classical wood-like
decorations and as many as 392
decorations to order, reproduces the
visual effect of real wood on 120 cm
long boards and 180 cm long maxi-

Company Paganoni Importlegno
based in Pioltello, near Milano
(www.paganoniimportlegno.it), on a
70 thousand square meter area,
trades timber, plywood and parquet,
as well as materials for joiners, packaging, furniture, parquet producers,
constructions and retail. The company has a wide range of species
from all over the world in any size and
quality. Goods come from Asia,
Africa, Canada, Europe, Russia,
South America and US.
As for sawn wood, the offer includes
boards, special boards, boules, large
planks, finger-jointed, semifinished,
frisa products. The range of panels
includes phenolic plywood, ureabased components, Osb, Mdf, particleboard and finger-jointed panels.
And finally parquet: solid wood, prefinished two-layer floors, maxi threelayer planks, decking, melamine.
The company is certified to Ispm 15
IT-C-001 and its key strengths are accurate selection and management
of goods, extensive competence
acquired over the years, passion for
wood, as well as service based on the
quality and quantity of species available to customers. ■
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“Parqcolor Vintage”.

boards. The variegated range of colors and decorations and the availability of several formats are combined
with the possibility to choose two different installation techniques for the
“Parqcolor® Vintage” series: glued installation and click snap-in system,
both high-tech solutions.
“Coeso®” is a concept, not just a
product: the laminate is a "soft” material that allows to make bends of any
size, so that it can be used as coating, item or panel.
It’s a post-forming high pressure
laminate print Hpl for interiors and exteriors, which can be bent with no restraints with radii from 10 to 3,000 millimeters.
“Coeso®” is available in a version for
interior decorations and a “Coeso®
Meg” version for outdoors, highly resistant to weathering agents. ■

GRUPPO TROMBINI SPA

L.B. BUSNELLI

PAPA

NATURE COLLECTION

WOOD DIMENSION

ELEGANCE, FUNCTIONALITY
Based in Numana, near Ancona,
Papa srl (www.papasrl.it) has been
manufacturing wood doors for kitchen
for over 30 years. It makes doors in
solid wood, in Mdf or veneered with
different kind of wood. They boast a
production area which occupies
6,000 square meters and have a big
warehouse where only woods that

Lab Show, Gruppo Trombini's spa
(www.gruppotrombinispa.com) research & development laboratory, introduces the “Nature Collection”.
Natural weave patterns and large floral inserts, proposed in bold colors or
pastel nuances, as to bring natural elements into the living spaces. Nature
is the main character, flowing from the
decorated surfaces through giant
flowers and also through delicate textures and handling techniques. A soft
palette with chalky, light, faded, dusty
and talc colors.
Modern half-pagan ceremonies
evoke ancient goddesses and priestesses, pre-raphaelite paintings and
symbolism. A romantic, spiritual, poetic appeal. ■

“Wood Dimension” arises from L.B.
Busnelli (www.lbbusnelli.it) tradition
and experience: a concept that
comes from more than 70 years of
practice and converts the well-known
expertise of the company in the production and commercialization of
natural and reconstituted veneers, rigorously certified in order to guarantee the high quality standards of environmental safeguard and health
care. L.B. Busnelli natural veneers
represent a wide selection of the best
variety of timbers from all over the
world. Their rare and precious
essences show the warmth and liveliness of a natural material and convey the uniqueness of evocative nuances. The collections of reconstituted veneers are the result of the experience that since 1940 has made
this company one of the leading
firm in this field, strongly active in international markets, and comprehend multilaminar veneers in genuine
wood, dyed and reconstituted in order to recreate natural textures or new
and original patterns for furnishing, architecture and interior design. ■

satisfy top quality requirements and
which are of low environmental impact
are stocked. Papa has updated technological machinery and its engineers
are extremely careful in taking new
machine tools which can improve the
quality and the product design.
The company has been following a
strategy which the main purpose is
the continuous improvement in customer satisfaction.
Papa goes on in widening its products and it has recently placed a
range of internal doors.
The doors collection is available in
solid wood, honeycomb, or in Mdf.
Particularly new in their shapes and
in the choice of details Papa's internal doors are elegant and can fit all
customers requirements. They have
classical shapes and elegant details.
The contemporary line has carefully
studied design enriched by top quality woods which give to the doors an
authentic beauty and warmth. ■
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G. SERALVO

DIKEMA

GROSSO

OVER 200 SPECIES OF WOOD

ADHESIVES FOR ALL USES

THE “LINEA NATURE” RANGE

Company Giacomo Seralvo & Figli
(www.seralvo.com), based in Meda,
near Monza, has been dealing with
wood for 100 years, acquiring solid
experience. Wood is searched, cut,
processed and traded all around
the world. Utmost attention is dedicated to quality, combined with accurate and timely service.
The warehouse includes more than
200 species of wood; veneer and
sawn wood are produced in all dimensions to meet the most different
requirements.
Big industries and small workshops
alike can be both traditional and sophisticated species. It’s really difficult
to find a customer that leaves the
company without finding the wood he
is looking for, in terms of color and
shades.
The company keeps constantly updated on market requirements and
trends, so it is ready to supply customers with the latest fashionable
wood species, as well as those that
decorate old-style classical houses. ■

Company Dikema based in Motta di
Livenza, near Treviso (www.dikema.it), manufactures and sells industrial adhesives for different industries, with a focus on the development of new technology to glue
and seal a wide range of materials,
metals, insulating materials, plastics, glass, stones, wood and woodbased products.
The added value the company offers
to customers is the solution of technical and technological situations
through innovation. Research and
development is a constant activity for
the company, which is especially
keen on emission-free, high-performance products that can be adapted to many new materials currently
used for furniture, home accessories
and components, installations and interior decorations. ■
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“Polaris” and “Antares” of “Linea Nature” are exclusive decorations by
Grosso Legnoarchitetture (www.
grossolegno.it) – based in Meolo
(Venice) – designed to enhance and
optimize the coating of under-roof
floors and wood covers, turning them
into real decoration elements.
“Polaris” is a finishing with bleached
effect. Its high brightness enhances
the modern look of laminar wood,
emerging as a reference solution for
projects with a contemporary touch.
White, ivory and grey are three
shades with high brightness and
delicacy that magnify the feeling of
modernity communicated by laminar
wood, opening up new horizons of
creativity and trendy design.
“Antares” is an aged and bleached
surface with a versatility that allows
modern schemes in combination
with laminar wood and antique
schemes in combination with handcut solid wood beams.
These sophisticated and flexible
types of machining find applications
on all wood-based materials, from
laminar to solid, from fixed to variable
width boards.
A highly appreciated concept among
designers, architects and final customers. ■

GRUPPO ICA

EDOARDO GIVONE

XILOPAN

“MY LAB” SYSTEM

AFRICAN WOODS

EXCELLENCE “MADE IN ITALY”

Ica Group (www.icaspa.com), company based in Civitanova Marche
and a leading name in the manufacture of coatings for wood, presents the
new system called “My Lab”, conceived to meet the needs of designers
involved in the creation of interior furnishings, with a view to stimulating their
design input. The “My Lab” system is
composed of eco-friendly water-

based coatings called Liquid Metals,
which are available in more than 70
new colors that range from the warm
tones of burnt earth, to sand yellow,
grey Nevada and smoky Londra,
passing through various gradations of
blue, violet and green. These shades
are the fruits of a long-term research
project conducted in Ica's laboratories
on the world of color. Thanks to the
presence of pure “pearls” in the pigments, they endow the furnishings they
coat with a highly original, shimmering
metal effect, the like of which has never been seen before. The system also
encompasses new colors in evocative,
well-balanced tone-on-tone or contrasting combinations with grainy
shades. Today, more than ever, color
has become a key part of the design
value of furniture – the “cloak” that imbues the piece with that all-important
finishing touch. ■

Since 2008 Edoardo Givone, based
in Turin, is a broker agency for african
loggings and sawmills companies
(Rci, Cameroun, Gabon, Drc).
Many products in their range: sawing
and rotary logs, lumber end trimmer
Ad or Kd, laminated scantling, strips
for solid and engeener flooring factory, decking in timber from that area
(Bilinga, Framire, Kossipo, Iroko, Okoume, Apchyloba, Sapelli, Sipo,
Wenge...)
For contacts and more info:
egivone@yahoo.it. ■

Xilopan (www.xilopan.it) is a manufacturer of raw and ennobled chipboard panels established in Cigognola (Pavia), a strategic location in the
heart of the Po Valley, with a high concentration of poplar forests. This opportunity has lead Xilopan to make the
production of 100 percent poplar
chipboard panels its core business.
High technological standards, creativeness, constant research, superior quality of the raw materials
coming from pure poplar wood, express the characteristics that distinguish the company, these features are
transferred in the products, allowing
a complete offer of raw and ennobled
chipboard panels, available in a
wide range of thicknesses from 10 to
60 millimeteres.
Xilopan has been able to emphasize
the characteristics of the 100 percent
poplar raw material transforming
them in distinctive added value to the
product. Soft material is more easy
and quick to work, allowing minor
wear of the tools used during the processing. Moreover, compact material allows to carry out complex shaping and edging, while the light weight
material is easy to handle and brings
to transport cost optimization. Smooth
surface can be used for different
types of external coverings like finish
foil, melamine papers, laminates,
veneers etcetera.The light colour
gives the possibility to cover the
panel with different types of light
colour woods. ■

“Xyl Light 100 per cent Poplar”.
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it
Machinery and equipment for
sawmills, vertical log band saws,
chipping canter, resaws, edgers
and saw servicing equipment.

PEZZOLATO spa
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal Band Resaw Systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

STORTI spa
Via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 968311
fax +39 0375 968310
www.storti.it - sales@storti.it
Sawmill machines and lines:
canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines,
multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines
and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing
machines and auxiliary machines
(milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines:
boards stackers and packed wood
registering-sectioning machines.
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Secondary processing
BIESSE spa

A.C.M. srl
Via A. Einstein, 7 I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com
Band-saws diam. 400-940mm.
Power band re-saws diam.
740-940mm. Oscillating edge sanders.
Band saw blade guides.

AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it - info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from
Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050 combined
with a number of optionals. Range
of band resawing machines Mod.
800-900-950 equippable with feeding
device. Range of quick and sturdy
single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

C.M. MACCHINE srl
Via Campazzi, 24 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 381525
fax +39 0445 384520
www.cmmacchine.com
info@cmmacchine.com
Planers: with working width from
300 mm to 2100 mm and working
speed up to 120 mt/minute
for hydro models.
Impregnating lines: to impregnate
wood beams, matchboards, wood
houses elements with dimensions up
to 600 x 450 mm. Finger-jointing
lines: Automatic and semi automatic
lines for the production of laminated
beams, bi-lam and kvh. Parquetry
lines: For the production of solid
wood parquet.
Brushing machines: 1 side and 3
sides and up to 4 brushes.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic
and foreign mechanic/electronic
support.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.
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Auxiliary machines
and equipments

SCM GROUP spa
ESSETRE spa
Via del Lavoro, 10 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Nc working centers for processing
tables, furniture, furniture doors,
chairs, windows and doors, stairs,
roofs and beams. Automatic working
lines for processing kitchen tops.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

VISCAT FULGOR srl

VEBA MECCANICA srl
GREDA snc
di Daschini N. & C.
Via S. Agata, 3
I-22066 Mariano C.se (CO)
phone +39 031 750966
fax +39 031 750967
www.greda.it - info@greda.it
Nc-machining centers for processing
of chairs, tables, furniture, windows,
doors and beams. Round-end tenoners,
mortisers, double sided-shapers,
end-cutting, boring, shaping and
glue/dowel inserting machines.

Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Multi-blade panel saws;
v-grooving machines (folding system);
longitudinal precision
milling machines.
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Tools and auxiliaries
OMAS spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
di Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio,
Paola & C.
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20050 Sovico (MI)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
knives, cutters in Hw welded circular
saw blades, boring bits, solid carbide
routers and tools for cnc machines.

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it - Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years
of experience in processing
woodworking tools,
is the ideal partner for
tooling solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
BG-Prüfzert for the high production
standard and an export quote
of 70% confirms the international
prestige of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Woodworking Tools. Programmed
Tooling Systems for Windows and
Doors. Cutter Heads.
Multi-profile Sets. Circular Saw Blades.
Bits. Planing Knives.

UTENSILTECNICA srl

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc

Via B. Cellini, 45 I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.
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Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Surface finishing
TECNOAZZURRA srl
GIARDINA FINISHING srl

2R IMPIANTI srl Unipersonale
Via Enrico Fermi, 4
I-33082 Azzano Decimo (PN)
phone +39 0434 631358
fax +39 0434 642121
www.2Rimpianti.com
info@2Rimpianti.com
Coating systems for wood and metal.
Systems for aviation single
and twin rail.
Booths and dry water. Carousel
painting. Sprinklers. UV ovens.
Conveyors.
Machinery for gluing of components.
Anthropomorphic robot. Building
customized machines.

Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

VD srl
Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it

MAURI MACCHINE srl
CMA ROBOTICS spa

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com

Wood and plastic finishing system.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, hot air - Uv - vertical ovens.

Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl
O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.

Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Delivery
of complete plants

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim software
solutions:
"EasyWOOD" for panel and solid
wood machining using 3, 4 and 5
axis; "EasyBEAM" for structures,
houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etcetera; "PowerSTAIRS"
for staircases design
and manufacturing; "PowerWIN"
for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors
and shutters.
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Timber dryers

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
termolegno@legalmail.it
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Wood

Lacquers

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa

Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

Various
WDE MASPELL srl
Strada di Sabbione, 65/A I-05100 Terni
phone +39 0744 800672
fax +39 0744 807056
www.wde-maspell.it
wdeinfo@wde-maspell.it
Vacuum driers since 1962.
Production range: vacuum driers
for solid wood (capacity from
5 to 100 m3). Vacuum press driers
for solid wood (capacity from
0,3 to 10 m3).
Vacuum press driers for veneers.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it - info@salchi.it
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings
and pigmented coatings. Special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.
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Click to enter
the wood industry

xylon.it

il legno è il nostro
divertimento
wood is our game
le bois est notre amusement
la madera es nuestra diversión
ÇÈÓÈÅÑzàÕÑÐÃÛÈÖÅÎÈÚÈÐËÈ

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A.
Viale Lombardia, 47 - I-24020 Torre Boldone - Bg - Italia
Tel. +39 035 364011 - Fax +39 035 346290
ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - France
Route Dipartimentale 432
26320 - St. Marcel Les Valence - France
Mobile : 6 82736534

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Russia
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info@casadeibusellato.com
info@casad
deibusellato.com - www.casa
www.casadeibusellato.com
deibusellato.com

